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the United States, where-evare Elks.
t
Mr. Rollie plans to take a number
of Indians of the best known tribes
of Indians so thst the delegates and
visitors to .the National Convention
tkU

naturalization cancelled.

Some parts of the decision are not of material matter for
such portions of the decipublication, and we here
sion that we believe are of special interest to the public.
Before presenting to our readers the decision of Judge
Phillips, we wish to offer a few editorial comments:
case.
This was a most remarkable case a
It revealed a horrible state of immorality and covered a period
of several years, carried on and practiced by a man and yom-a- n,
and in the very heart of the town of Gallup.
Judge Phillips, so we are informed, personally compli
mented Mr. F. C. Emmerick, of the Department of Labor, a
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the people that drew his carriage . gan D1 0 Calt( November 11, age
through the streets. He ahowedth v n
n Tne parents were with
an raea.
their Bon having been caiiea mere
right way to deal wun John
Brown of onl
was better than poor
a few day8 before the death. the
Harpers Ferry, never living to see
mt .erving ln
anything accomplished.
. Navy, on the Boat Charleston,
0
abi
to
of
ft takes one kind
Seventh Division, having enlisted in
uv.-- 'l
4n. n Haa. and it takes a the
service three years ago. n
those
higher kind to convert or hang
occurred at the Naval hospital
death
that oppose the idea when it is right in San Diego, Cai., ana tne ooay
!! nativ- - home.
i.
McAdoo lets it be known that he is
attended by
made
Friday,
and
burial
in the race for President. Of course a
number ol irienas ana
large
most
the
conspicuous
he is, being
Democratic candidate.
Mr. and Mrs.
Hiram Johnson will be in the ring Besides the parents,
of the
members
other
Hiand
Thomas
free
for all,
also. This is a
Simon L.
Mrs.
are:
more
surviving
can
family
get
ram Johnson probably
Cal, Ed Or-totes in Presidential primaries than Chavea of Los Angeles,
reter
Lask
Adeline
Ortetx,
any other Republican. Albert did xor Us,
Ortes, John Ortei and Adrion Ortei,
win work for Johnson as he
11 of
Gallup.
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t
Harding. He's a first class dynamo.
Thus we note the passing of a
while
One of Mr. Ford's secretaries say's young man, a native of Gallup,
A vnntfi ana full of
.1. vi.
he wouldn't accept the nomination for
the Presidency. But it isn't Heboid, promise, one who had . volunteered his
,
the real secretary, and probably services to nis counu-ydoesnt mea nmucb,
We join the . family and many
Mr. Ford has his days for Presi- friends in extending our sincere symdential runnnig and hia days for for- pathy.
,
nominaq
getting all about it. If the
tion should come on the right day he
Alcohol Gets
would probably tase n. jnenwu
he's starting a plant near Philadel- Victim
to cost twenty of thirty
Bhla, and hire a few thousand men
nicked UD
at high wages. That's not bad politcondition
onnarent.
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ics.Wednesday night, suffering with the
of wood aiconoi. ne
The Government learns that taxes effects
on sales of jewelry haven't been paid. .1..) In St MarvH hoSDltal. but
Careful watch is being made, "also there are no hopes for his recovery.
with regard to household furniture, Papers on his person gave me and
in Albuquerque,
of his wife
libraries and musical instruments.
aa conf tplhnflr her ol
Could you imagine anything more .
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than
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was
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and
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of
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he secured the nooueg poison.
instruments?
cents Sneakine of this case, Shentt My
Why not tax a child two
Readevery time it says, its prayers? mus- ers said: "From recent observations
of the bootleg liquor now being sold
ing a good book or hearing togood
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ic is the next best thing
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method
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and they find that they can
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night. The several physicians, could sell
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Old National Uzxh
Closet IU Users
Okls., Nov. lSj-T- he
of Ardmore,
First National bank said
to be the
established in 1880, and
oldest national bank in Oklahoma,
did not open for business today. The
bank ia capitalised at 1200,000. Flans
are under way.
for
ARDMORE,

Examiner Gregg
Plan
For

State Bank
... i
flraatr tdav sent Out
to all state and national banks in
New Mexico a letter jirgmg inem vu
get behind the plan outlined by Uvi
A. Hughes, president of the First Na
tional nana oi aania re, v
conference with the governor and
4.iala
u.
fnr thfl relief
of small banks and farmers in New
Mexico under the rural creaiis
Rravir declares Will
m.1. .1.. U
remove from small country - banks
what he calls the "pressure- unuer
which they are now operating.
SANTA FE,
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MRS. B. W. CARRINGTON.
DR. J. W. HANNETT.
DR. A. H. DeLONG.
REV. L. A. STARK.
FATHER REMBERT.
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Naturalization Examiner, headquarters at Denver, Colo., who
so ably represented his Department and worked with the prosecution; and Mr. W. P. Diggs, marshal of the town' of Gallup
who secured and provided the Government with witnesses and
evidence, without which the Government could have hardly

Judge Phillips spoke of Marshal Diggs in the highest complimentary terms. Mr. Diggs went about the matter in his
usual cautious manner, being sure of his ground that no mis
SEVENTH RED CROSS ROLL CALL POSTER
take would be made, and that the Govenment would not be put
to expense without accomplishing results.
This typifies the American Red Cross bringing hope to suffering msnklnd.
In view of all the circumstances surrounding and connected with this remarkable case, we feel that the town of Gallup,
OFFICERS
especially the best citizenship of our city, are indebted to Mr.
Diggs for his good efforts in bringing about the success, in that
REV. JOHN W. HENDRIX, Chairman of the Roll Call. he made it possible for the Government to win this case. .
MRS. F. L. EVANS, County Chairman.
Mr. Diggs, as town marshal, contends that by running prostitutes out of town is not the way to stop prostitution, but
MRS. F. B. MAPEL, Secretary.
that a better and more effective method is to prosecute those
E. K. ERRETT, Treasurer.
who make it a business to keep and harbor prostitutes for
MRS. C. G. MANNING.
and this is the method he employed and carried out
profit,
MRS. E. W. COOPER.
against the Liberati complaint.

'
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the United States District Court for the District of New-MexicCase No. 1005, United States of America vs. Luigl Liba case wherein' the United States brought suit to cancel

the certificate of naturalization issued to Luigi Liberati, of Gal-lu- p,
New Mexico, Judge O. L. Phillips rendered decision in favor of the Federal Government, and ordered the certificate of

er
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WRITTEN DECISION OF JUDGE PHILLIPS PRONOUNCED
EVIDENCE OF PROSTITUTES
MASTERPIECE;
AND CONSIDERED BECAUSE SUCH EVIDENCE WAS SUPPORTED BY EVIDENCE OF OTHER
WITNESSES) CASE REVEALED ALARMING IMMORAL PRACTICE BY DEFENDANT
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If yon want a good crop, put water
and fertiliier on the land. If yon
want a prosperous country, put good
wages in the pockets of those that
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THE ROLL CALL
Last Friday evening was the first meeting of the executive
officers of the local Red Cross. It was rather a surprise. We
naturally expected a few to meet; maybe not enough to transact any business. Then after a faithful avowal of each to meet
again and bring another with them. But it was quite different.
Practically all were present. We are convinced that they
mean to be of public service.
But after they have done all they can do, success largely
depends upon those who are chosen to put over the call with
the people. A complete county wide organiaztion was perfected. Those present were given certain parts to play in it. The
chairman accepted his duties; all of us are dead bent upon carevery
rying it to a success. Material has gone forth to aboutchosen.
section in fhe county. In each place a leader has been
This far we have gone and this far 'we must go. But success
is invested somewhere else. It depends upon the leaders who
stand next to the people.
It really isn't any time to argue with any one about the
merits of the Red Cross. From start to finish it has shown itself efficient. When one now sets in to argue the matter to
any one who has been awake to the things that ar going on,
feels like the fellow thinks to save a dollar is worth some argument. Our Bed Cross nurse last year proved to the most skeptical that we are putting our money to a good cause.
Anyway, we are appealing to tne intelligent puDiic m a
matter of fact way. All we can do is to put it up to the people, with all its merits and facts, and further we neither have
a right nor care to go. We are appealing to reason and the
sense of public obligation and not running a hydrolic. It is in
all fairness to all McKinley county.

ALAT.10GORDO

BANK

The First State bank of
had a capital of $50,000 and a sur
Officers were J. W,
plus of 85,000.
Bennett, president; O. H. Henry, vice

president; E. H. LeBreton, cashier. It
was stated here today that officers
and directors of the, bank would sacrifice personal fortunes to protect the
THE ONLY BANKa nMMN OTERO
depositors, among whom are included
MS f kf ffA0
the state, Otero county and hundreds
COUNTY? SI
individuals.
PROTECTED; HOPES TO of The
bank was merited over a year
SOON.
N
ago with the other Alamogordo bank
and the State bank of Cloudcroit. it
at iunr.nnnn M. M.. Nov. IB. was believed at the time that the
The First State Bank of Alamogordo, merger had made a strong financial
the only banking institution in Otero institution.
today
county, suspended businessaccounts
...minoilnn nf the
of the institution by a state examin
ne viusihk
er, now en route nere.
by
the bank came as a complete surprise.
inno
had
institution
of
the
Officers
Nov. 12. Judge
ALBUQUERQUE,
timation of it until last night, when,
this aftercourt
federal
in
was
Phillips
demsnd
sudden
it was stated, a
of "The
doors
the
noon
ordered
that
financial
,obligamade upon it for
Palms," a resort on the paved high-wa- n
'LoAti'tio nl tlia Alamntrordo Com-n Taleta ha nafllncked for six
of , complaints
mercial club was called for late to monthsat as lthe result
At
day, atCMwhich a conierence was w oe regarding liquor inre.
-rftarnaa with local
VAva.
am
1UV
t'L.
j
to arrive ed under new management, but the
held with bankers
expected
..
.
of the fedmen prospects ior iwycumi ,v. court granted the request
eral officials for an injunction order.
bank.
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COURT

casions they found prostitutes

Gentlemen, the Court has arrived
at an opinion in this case. This is a
suit brought by the Unitetd States to
cancel the certificate of naturaliza
tion issued to the respondent Luigi
Liberati. The issue in the case is,
(1) did respondent, during the per
iod of five year 8 immediately prior

living-

-

caljed on regpondent and his wife to
get rid of them, and ordered the pros- titutes to leave the town. This seem
ed to
the method followed in dealing with the prostitute situation in
The respondent
admitted
Gallup.
that the police frequently called on
him or his wife to evict women from

te

to the date of the issuance of his cer- their
houses because they
tificate of naturalization behave as a were rooming
prostitutes.
man of good moral characttef; and
"The marshals and police judge and
(2) if he did not so behave, did he
the United States Commissioner at
falsely and fraudulently make it aptestified in rebuttal that the
pear to the court which issued his Gallup
of respondent aa
certificate of naturalization that he general reputation and
as to being a
had so behaved and thus fraudulently to moral character
and preand illegally secure this certificate. law abiding citizen was bad,
on the fact
Good moral character in the Act of dicated this testimony
in the vicinity
in
Congress has been denned as such that peoplelookedgeneral
upon him as a keepcharacter aa measures up to the of Galluphouse
of prostitution.
standard of the average citizen of the er of a
from the testimony
"It
appears
rethe
applicant
community in which
is a sober, hard
that
respondent
179
661.
Fed.
In
sides. See
reHopp,
and
honest man, a
thrifty
working,
the
contends
that
The government
transacbusiness
in
his
who
man
a
in
quesrespondent, during the period
has ache
that
and
ia
tions
fair,
tion, was not such a man and falsely cumulated a
valuof
amount
disgreat
deceived the
and fraudulently
it
But
appear
able
equally
property.
trict pnn rt which issued the certifi
s mina tnai me prmci- cate of naturalization in so believing. to the
r. court
in
his life is to ,,- - ."J0"
object
false and fraudulent testimony. pal and
accumulate
property ,
""r
It Bpecif icaliy cnarges tint uuring,
'y.
jav and
.
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America has been most generous. Butro
tution
at the Belmont and Roma
when they seek for this high privt-lorMexNew
houses
in Gallup,rooming;
nf itiaenshin. the truth, and not
who
ico, and there kept prostitutes
of qualifications
misrepresentations
the
divided
and
plied their profession,
is and of right must
for
citizenship,
revenues derivea inereirom wiw
of a man who, if not a moral ae-- Id
and his wife
sell a woman 8
"Mrs. Liberati was present during soul
start a good girl
and
dollar
a
for
the trial, but was not called as a wit- on her
way to ruin to his own finanness by respondent. I think the rule cial
gain if he thought he could do
of law is well settled that the failure so without
more serious consequence
witness
available
to
an
call
of a party
than having the police run her out of
conknowledge
of
peculiar
possessed
s his rooming house. American citizencerning facts essential to the party
ex- - ship is a high and priceless privilege.
to
or
or
rebutting,
case, direct
wUnena BS to the IBCtS
(Continued on Page 8)
covered by iuch special knowledge,
especially ii tne w" to the party"7.
r.l'ADOO-JOIIIiSO- Il
urally be favorable
contention, relying instead
evidence of witnesses
rise to an lnier- v.
.. . ,V.
rr aiiph in"
ence mat me imsbwi
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v
interrogated witness woui u
and
tain the contention of the party,
I am convinced, genuemen, in wthe
case, that Mrs. Liberati was
to know the tnrthor
best
. i positionl. .vtoorinl facts testified
and
to by these government winesses,
counsel
Oat the respondent and hia
after deliberate
afraid to call this witness to
to the
stand.
They said in response
court's observation along the--"
that she is a woman of "high temperTtt wmiiti nave hi u
ed through the aid of an interpreter
didn't want to put her
and that
beon the stand I can't help but
on
her
to
were
afraid
put
lieve
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W. JOHNSON WILL ASK,
FOR NOMINATIONS THE
FIGHT IS ON.

rnirann. Nov. IS. An import
ant announcement is expected to be
Hiram W. Johnson
hv9 Senator
- - IIIHUV
oi UBiiiornia iaie looay.
statement by
This report and
Judge David L. Rockwell of Ravenna,
.
Ohio, that irienas oi wiumm demoAdoo intend to make him the
cratic nominee, charged the political
republiatmosphere here where the and
they
Mr.
can senator from California
several days been,
have
for
McAdoo
three
"government
produced
"Tne
friends.
men, who. during different periods meeting political
in
the
time
question, were
covering
and .nator
...v..i. nf tha town of GalluD They his way toon California
Ma way to Washington
all testified that, while marshals of Johnson is
oc- - Both arrived here Monday.
Gallup, reipectively, on frequent
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aa
19
ara
rti.au
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...
"
a
f w
or had not I As is very we3 known a larri
Jtliereof were act
v. a. been otherwise Mineral,
resrMier
EetaroVd school ehlldrea ta sac
ii. ber?ere,
of.
were ber of totrwhipe have beta sarreTsJ
tisposeel
Lad of1 , has atoned a reply t Gov. treated to the territory
aad by the! m tW last few years, and as
state last year cost tfcat state
statessert ref'- J.mkJ
act of Jon 29. 110. aa aat.
mV.
trZXtJ. accordlBg lo Rgure given out
rootlrwest-er- a
t Use headquarter of
a rroaaiy oofair aad mjmt.
mM
Dfvlstoa, American Bed Cross, In
and dJ not aitacn prior to
""M,".1W
atattmetit loHows:
and 22 in tack tomsbfn was made
f k !
Loafs, after a mvestlgatloc of the
la tfco Santa Fe New Neman and to tbo state. Each of the rrsntinei
be added rfett km, health of the school children la that
and
it
may
' aa to ike case to far dccUed by state. These
tacr oapers in tUa itato of Novonv- - acta atado tpociTic prorrikm
children were what are
tor 5, 1923, there appeared an article wan acctfcma 16, 36, 2 or 22 or Uat;th;
offlc. Mr oecUion and
anyithi4
knows as "repeaters," that is. children
to b a tUtemont hniMdpart tbereof wa
to the itate kyrmBdatfcm was faroraKo to the atato who
failed to pass) ih Ir examinations
by Governor flaado, eon plaining of reaeoa of being mineral in charae- cvary iactancr vbera tin and had to be sent back to do over
r
w
or
oceans
cwn
CI pnor aaje
annn
Mr, or
nrilU of tbt State WOBM attaCftM M again the work that had ot been
don
area
office in particular, eoaccrninf eer-'t- o
select aa eqoal
of indemnity j
would also create tbo
S per cent of these children
land. During the latter part of Pres- - r Said 1article
tab section of allef ed school land in IJ
Only
aL.
iL.a
t
eka llllllf fSM KTO oMw JV
the nortlrveit port of the state. Toe
were backward because of mental de
the
knowledre
article eaJb npon the people of Now T
jecta. The rest bad pbyslctal defects,
bo
to
sections
woold
claim
these
Feb. IS. 1921. rendered m dedskm in
Krxice to "no ttp aad protest"
1CC3 easily corrected, bat which acted oa
order to secure justice for the state. the case of the United States vs. known as coal land until from
U is only their mental capacity and their bodCy
to
1923.
this,
Answering
Ordfnorflf this office would pay State of New Mexico, in which in
to say that a largo fart of strength to do the school work. Of
title, attention to mch newspaper interpreting the act of Jane 20, 1910, necessary
these lands were included in coal I hose who underwent some treatment
crfticMmi hot this article coming be held:
their physical
from tbo source to which it is eretfit-o- d The grant to New Hexico of ad- land withdrawals and classifiedfrom far the correction
every on? without an excepand containing as it docs state-aen-ts ditional school lands, sections 2 and coal lands drains; the period
1908. and that, it will be
tion caught up In bis or her class and
that are incorrect and nte-loao- 32, by section d of the act of Jane 20, 1904 to was
several years before the kept up with the rest of the children
served,
In
and not
accordance with 1910, took effect on January 6, 1912,
the facta, we deem it proper to make the date oa which the state was ad state's claim coold attach to any sec from that time.
answer in order to keep the record mitted into the onion aad to except tion 2 or 32.
The defects consisted of tonsils and
The govcrnora article n para adenoids sufficiently diseased to cause
lands therefrom, on account of their
straight.
The article begins with the state- known value for coal, the determin- graph five of his statement implies irregular attendance at school; dement that the register and receiver ation of their character most he that the only evidence presented by fective teeth which were responsible
the government wss testimony baaed for a considerable amount of malnuof the local land office have actual- made aa of the latter date.
With that interpretation the ad- on examination made fro 1916, and he trition, and
ly cancelled 113 section of school
physical weakness; a few
land.
thre are ministration of the granting acts ran also intimates that there is a vicious cases of defective
Unfortunately
hearing, and still
in
famil
in
the
state
not
activities
reason
for
state
this
the
many people
present
only hold that the rights of
fewer cases of defective vision, the latiar with land office practice, who attached as follows:
regard on behalf of the government, ter
of which was easily correctlble by
If on Jane 21. 1898, sections 18 and namely the recent activities in regard
might take that statement as an actual fact, but those familiar with the 36 were surveyed, title to the land to oil in this region. With all doe properly adjusted glasses.
This snirey was made In an effort
practice know full well that the reg- therein vested in the state on that respect to the governor, it is empha-datister and receiver hare no power or
unless at the time they were'tically stated that he is grossly mia- - to determine tbe value of a public
health nursing service In tbe schools.
authority to cancel any entry or sel- - known to be mineral in character, informed.
ection. except npon it voluntary re- - and where said sections 16 and 36
The fads are, and the records Ti e conclusion wns that with a public
linquishmerrt by the claimant, or np-- were nnsurveyed on Jane 21, 1898, show that examination of the coal health nurse Installed In connection
on orders from the general land
would vest in the state on the and school sections involved, were with county school
rystems, a considfice, neither of which haa taken place' date of the approval and acceptance made during all of the seasons from erable saving in
expense to the state
to
with regara
the selections reierrea of the plat of survey by tne general 1903 to 1910, and reports made there would result.
to.
land office, unless at that date they on to the then officials of the interAccording to the Director of Nursing
Titles Never Cleared
were known to be mineral in charact ior department of fhe government.
It must be remembered that the er. As to sections i and sz, is sur and approved by them. The records Service In the Southwestern Division,
land department is charged with the veyed at that time, title passed to the also show that in each case involved, one public health nurse should be sup-plifor every 1.000 children.
For
doty of administering toe laws reiat-- ! gtate on January 6, 1912, the date of where decision was against the state,
in to the diaooaal of nnblk lands its admission into the union, unless at evidence was introduced
of coal land reasons of economy, however, the
that have been enacted by eongresa. that date they were known to be min- withdrawals, and in many eases coal nurses frequently hsve many more
By the act of June 21, 1898, sec- eral in character, and if nnsurveyed classification of the section Involved, tian this number and they also have
tions 16 and 36 in every township of on January 6, 1912, the rights of the together with numerous reports by to look after the health and welfare
state would attach as of tne flat of tne geological survey, showing this of tbe adult community.
71 acceptance of tne piat oi survey oy wrrt)j
general field to be coal in char"Supposing In a given community,"
toe general land office onless they acter. an & Bnch withdrawals, das-we- said
this director, "200 children
known to be mineral in charact-l.jflctjo- ,,,
date
awj reports, bearing
ANNOUNCEMENT
er at that time. In any controversy pTior to the dates the rights of the should have to repeat their school
as to whether any given tract was state would attach in each instance. work because their physical condition
known to be mineral in character on This latter bearing on the known made them slow In their studies and
fiequently absent. This would cost
the date on which the state's right character of the land.
A public
woutd otherwise have attached the
(12X00 a year.
Thus, it is seen that the govern- ths statenurse
for tbe same period,
burden of proof is upon the govern- ment had contended these lands were health
ment
coal in character for nearly 15 years. whose duty It would be to see that the
206 Sections Involved
Will the governor claim there was children were kept ve'l and therefore
The government instituted ad- - any thought of oil in said territory at wuld not have to repeat, would cost
verse proceedings sgsinst the state's, that time?
$3,000. Tbe public health nurse In tbe
claim to something like zuo sections
At n tim. .ftSchool Inspects the children at regular
w
l.nl.
a Intervals. If they are found o be sub
jor parts of sections in the northwest' ,ifjed a coai Md tj,e gUU
part of the state upon the ground lTgiht
lelect
iand jn iira of normal, they are examined by a phyci
that the land embraced in those par- any section so classified, acre for dan.
If tbe subnormality Is due to
ticular sections or parte of sections acre. Had the state elected to avail
trouble tbe physician or
physical
soy
were coal in character,
and were itself of the privilege of making such
known to be such at, or prior to, this lieu selection, it could have secured tbe nurse. If working alone, recom
date on which the rights of the state just as good land, acre for acre, and mends to the parents that the child be
sent at once to Its family physician for
nllM "ttnAmr 4 Vi taw hava aftahjl
furthermore would receive direct benIn each case the state made answer efits from the coal in the land in con treatment so that, although tbe ailment
denying the charge, and asked for troversy since all coal deposit can Is slight. It may be corrected In time
a hearing to determine the matter, now only be disposed of under the act and thus prevent se.lous trouble later
whicji was granted and hearing was of February 25, 1920, upon which on aa well as to put tbe child Into
duly had. At the hearing the eov- - only 10 per cent of all moneys receiv better physical condition for Its school
eminent submitted large volume of ed as royalty, rental or bonus, under work. That Is one phase of the public
Is Now Open
testimony including the testimony of coal leases will go to the United health nurse's work.
expert mineral examiners who had States, the balance of 90 per cent
"The next phase is a step beyond.
made a thorough and extensive excoming back to the statet as follows
of educating pare.) is to the point
amination of the field and of the in- 5 ft per cent through the reclamation that
of requiring physical examinations of
dividual sections.
For some reason fund and 37 to per cent to be paid by
the state did not offer a single wit- the secretary of the treasury direct their chlldien before they reach school
113 Second Street
ness or submit or produce a word of to the state at the end of each fiscal age so that, they are ready for their
school work. Some difficulties of child
with
direct evidence tending to disprove year. (Sec. 35, Act Feb. 25, 1920.)
the charges made by the government,
by care of
In all public land states, the same hood might be ellrcin-te- d
CHOICE FRESH MEATS
or to sustain its contention that the questions are being adjudicated on tne mother during pregnancy and ex
OF ALL KINDS
lend in said sections was not of the same grounds as to law and pro pert attention during tbe time of conknown mineral
character. The re- cedure.
finement Infants, apparently well.
cord made at this hearing was volFinally the decisions of these cases win Denent by careful Inspection at
uminous
and has required a great by this office are only in the nature regular Intervals.
Experiments where
PRICES RIGHT
amount of our time for a proper! of recommendations and are subject these Inspections are made with tbe
study and examination, but we have! to review upon appeal by both the advice
of skilled physicians
and
Discount
Coupon Books at 10
rendered decisions covering more commissioner of the ireneral land of. nurses, has been
eminently successful,
For Cash
than half of the cases involved, and fice, and the secretary of the
"A third feature of the public health
to what the newspaper art--, for.- - In the cases so far decided, the
work which should be con
nursing
icie mentioned wouia leaa tne people gtate has already filed its appeal to
to believe, our decision was not fa- t the commissioner of the general land sidered in tbe question of educating
FRANK J. BROWN, Prop.
vorable to the government in all of office and the cases are now before tcse backward children Is that of tbe
the cases involved, but was favor that office for consideration upon delay caused by ill health In bringing
these children to the point of economic
able to the state as to a number of said
appeal.
Independence, that Is, fitness for life
and Its responsibilities.
Thinking people, educators and welfare workers
are being greatly attracted by the usefulness of school instruction In Home
Hygiene and Care of tbe Sick for
mothers of families, for high school
girls and even for younger students.
Id my opinion there Is no better way
to teach prevention of Illness, good
health habits through sanitation la the
home, and personal wleanllneaa than hy
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Cm tnnr iliceharwe (which must
be an honorable discharge with you
or application cannot be consioerea
unless you have other very conclusive
proof of your service.
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Ton are not entitled to refund unless you were bonaHfida owner of
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property
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ficials to determine amount necessary
mmmv
ahai a anacial lev will
be requested to provide funds.
D. ROLLIE,
County Treasurer.
Per FRANK CANAVAN,

Good Eye Sight is one of the
Greatest Assets to Uaa or
Woman,

If Nature- - or Cireuastances
have Cheated Tea out of Per-fe- et
Eyes than Tour Best
Chance for Good Vision it the
Prompt and Careful Attention
of a Competent Optometrist
SEE VS
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Thai Indiana didnt have
Sense
enough to restrict immigration; and
look what happened to them. Roch-

ester

Times-Unio- n.
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One of the very latest books is
mimiI "Rnnlr " Wa had thought our
fiction writers frank, but this takes
the prize. Boston Traveler.

F. W. 7URM
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
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MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR
MONEY
Don't let you money remain idle for
an unnecessary moment. Put it to work at
once in our Savings Departmet where it will
earn 5 per cent compound interest and will
always be ready for you.
For fourteen years this institution has
protected the savings of the people of this
district, and its Capital of $100,000.00, strict
State supervision and the wealth of its stockholders are unquestioned evidence of safety.

I

BANK

i

LARGEST DANK
IN GALLUP .

FOR BUSINESS

I

Four-Do-

Sedan

or

inter-contra- ry

2 styles of Quaker Oxds
Ont Hew

Quwti

cooks in
Makes Oats

3

to 5

minutes

the Quickest Breakfast

Vour grocer now has 2 styles of Quaker
Oats QUltK QUAKER and regular
Oats, the kind you've always
Einker
own.
For a hot breakfast quick, ask for

QUICK QUAKER.
Cooks in half the time of coffee
scarcely longer than simple toasted bread.
Same plump oats as regular Quaker
Oats. But cut before flaking, rolled very
thin and partly cooked
smaller flakes
that cook faster, that's the only difference.
All that rare Quaker flavor. All the joy
of hot breakfasts without bother or delay.

giving thorough Intelligent knowledge
of care at tbe time of illness for the
protection of other as wed as for i
comfort of the patler'."
' Tbla work
is being constantly emphasised Jn the Southwestern Division
and la growing greatly In public Ux

a

terest throughout the dlvlaloa

VETERANS'

HOSPITAL
TO HAVI NEWSPAPER

Fort Lyon, Colorado, Veterans' Hos
pital haa acquired a print shop. Tbo
newspaper has not been started yet
but tbe nrst issue will appear shortly.
A small band press has been donated
to the hospital by friends and tbe
print shop has been opened In the Red
Cross Headquarters. Patients In the
hospital who are printers by trade
bare volunteered to set the type and
make up and print the paper and other
patients wbo have been newspaper
writers and advertising copy writers
will edit It. It Is believed this Is the
first print shop to be run by t' e patients In any of the veterans' hospitals.
and much enthusiasm already la manifested In tbe forthcoming initla! issue
af the paptr.

Faff,

Cat,
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Inside and out, the new
Ford Four -- door Sedan
shows improvements of
iar mora tiiaousual importance,
It is lower and sturdier in
appearance. New cowl,
hood, radiator and apron
add size and finish to the

DtnM

handles perfect the design
of tbe body.
.

Silk window curtains,
h
deep
uphol
eterys dome light, door
lock, window regulators
and handles, all finished
in nickel, complete a
front Sun visor, and refinement you would exalum
wide,
pect only at a far higher
inum doors with bar jjrice.
j
broad-clot-

well-finish-
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Cat &t tariff Lad tremen&vi'y
the price of woolen

cV.'-m-

tirt the
en

ji object

Upon

1

ttt fct

deplored

1

L

Cj(

.

m

vMe wrji CJao
Com:.
f
of
largest manufacturers
CJar CMmtPiea.
of woolen clothing in the United
States offers the following inform- An
to greatly broaden
tion: The price of woolen clothes trill and tz.'.Mii the scope of work of the
never go down unless the people of school children of America which was
the United Ststea compel a return' to opened by the action of the last annual
aweatahop conditions. The reason of , convention of the National Educational
the advance in clothing ia because of Association In Baa Francisco, la being
the advance in wages of clothing developed by the Junior Bed Cross of
workers. Expert needle workmen are America. A resolution endorsing In
receiving more than double the wages very positive terms the Internationa!
that they formerly received. Buah-elm- school
correspondence of the Junior
received $16 a week; today
American
Red Cross and urging
they get 936. Cutters received 118 schools In this country to
develop this
a week; today they get $40. Pocket
y
workers received (20; today they get correspondence as far as and as
as possible, was passed by the
$45.
Sweatshop workers received 60
cents for making a pair of trousers, Association, and edi ators of America
In the work.
50 cents for making a vest and 91.40 now are
A number of schools In America on
for making a coat. Today the sweat
shop worker has been eliminated by their own Initiative already hive orlegislations and organised labor.
ganized chapters of the Junior Red
Do the Cross and
The question now srises:
established
women of the Democratic national with schools In Albania.correspondence
Austria. Bel
committee wiah to go on record in glum, ;
Czechoslovakia
Bulgaria,
favor of reducing the wages of the
Hungary,
Italy
workers in the clothing industry 7 France, Holland,
Poland, Rumania, Scot
That is exactly what their tirade
Booth
Africa and
Swltserland,
against higher priced clothing? means. land,
f ew Zealand. In some cases, they are
getting most lnterettlng replies. In
how Would you have
done it, boy scout? few Instances such as Alaska, Hawaii.
the Philippines, Porto Rico and the
There are many wrong ways but Virgin Islands, all of which are Amor!
there is only one right way to do can dependencies, there is an exchange
anything. That goes for the building of correspondence material rhlch
of Indian tepees.
very helpful In working up the letters
. This fact was brought home to going to the foreign children,
Lynn Reynolds, who directed "The
This work, so far, has been carried
Huntress," a First National picture, on chiefly In the primary and Interme
next
at the Rex Theatre
Tuesday and diate gradea of the
public, parochial
Wednesday, when he engaged a
and private schools where Junior Red
Indian to paint the fantastic
Cross
have been organised,
hieroglyphics such as are found on bat all chapters
may
grades
.
participate In the
Indian
wigwam.
every genuine
preparation of the material, according
The tepees were erected temporarily at the First National studios, to the Inrtructlons sent out 'by the
the Indian's arrival to paint Junior Red Cross Service In Washing
awaiting
' them.
to.i, and they Include class letters, !!
As soon as the Indian saw them he Itutrated or not, snapshots and post
became greatly amused.
cards; maps, drawings, photographs,
"Who built those tepees?" he in- descriptions of Interiors of homes and
quiredschools, types of dress, games, Indus-,.
Director Lynn Keynuiua uuvmnw tries and Industrial processes, cutouts,
him that they had been put up by hand work In fact almost
anything
members of his technical aisn.
that one set of children Is Interested
'
all WTOnff. COn
"Wall thnv r
In because It la
as a certainty
tinued the Indian. "There are only that If childrenregarded
of one 'nation find
each.
No
for
eight aupportnig poles
children of an
Indian ever constructed a tepee with something Interesting,
other nation, because they are Chll
out using thirteen poies.
dren, will be Interested In that same
"Why thirteen?" asked Reynolds
But that was a question Pina thing.
"
Portfolios are a good part of the
Tradition says that there musTbe.. correspondence
and .such
:
nave oeen uur-- give motive for study and portfolios
thirteen, there always
description
.nH mi ovbt-- v tenee which was of America and American life
on the
has
Huntress"
me.
just part of the senders while they stimu
Wit for
more
no
that many supporting poles
late the recipients to s like Interest
no less. In the affairs and happenings In their
waiters own country. The benefit thereof Is
One reason why dining-ca- r
Children who hate geog
never strike is that they can get their manifold.
meals at home when they get on the raphy flail their interest In this dry
study awakened by wanting to know
d of the run. Syracuse Herald.
Just where their letters are going. History, also distasteful to many, Is made
a pleasant pastime for the same res
son, and languages become absorbingly
Interesting because the American chll
dren want to know something about
the difference In the words which they
475 Department Stores
t
use and those which their correspond
ents across the sea uae to mean the
en
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same thing.
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TemplcTtxes, as a result of the life
saving camralen tooductes fey the
Southwestern Division. ' American Red
Cross, . In Texas daring the summer
just ended. This will be a school of
Instruction for physical directors of
high schools, Toung Hen's and Young

Women's Christian Associations, and
normal schools. , Between 76 and
100 will be In attendance from all parts
of the state and the school will last
three days, December 37, 28 and 89.
The second event Is the state Red
Cross Life Saving Championship meet
la February or March. A trophy, to
be known as the Campbell trophy, will
be presented to the Red Cross chapter
In the state meet to which the winning
tsam belongs.
The Life Saving Instruction course
will be conducted by Captain Joseph
8. Law, Assistant Director of Life Saving In the Southwestern Division,
American Red Cross. Law also la busy
organising life saving teams and working In conjunction with the physical
departments of the various colleges
and universities In the division. He
on
reports enthusiastic
the part of all the universities which
he has had an opportunity to approach
on the subject thus far.

The Medical Societies of Eastland
and Comanche Counties, Texas, In a
joint session at CI co, Texas, passed
a resolution pledging the moral and
professional support of the members of
these two organizations to the health
service covered by the American Red
Cross among the youths and school
children of Eastland County. Twenty,
eight physicians were present and
voted unanimously for the resolution,

snd
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Want to See all My Former customers and
Ask That You Tell Your Friends That

F. JU1AZZA
Has

ed

Seventh Annual Red Cross
Roll Call, Armistice Day,
November 11 to Thanksgiving Day, November 29.
Answer when you name is
called

The

,

Those who atudy nature And that
traits and habits are being
In some cases modified and In others
entirely changed.
The writer knows of a esse where a
bird has Its habits changed by altered
conditions.
A trout fishery was established on
an estate in Scotland. During certain
seasons a large number of the fry or
young trout are crowded together In
shallow ponds, as their Inclination Is
to keep together Just where the water
age-lon- g

One day a backblrd, drinking at one
of these ponds, got hold of a young
trout, probably accidentally, but found
It was excellent feeding. A blackbird
does not by habit get Its food from the
water, but this partlclar one, having
tapped a new source of food supply re
turned to It again and again.
The following season this bird had
by some means been able to Impart Its
newly-founknowledge to all the other
blackbirds on the estate, and Instead
of one bird stealing the young fish, all
the birds got Into the way of doing
sol The owner had either to shoot
the blackbirds or give up trying to rear
d

trout

That an entire change of food la not
detrimental may be proved by the fact
that many of the cows kept In Norway
are fed on fish, yet who will say that a
cow's teeth were made for dealing with
a diet of this sortT London
Tlt-Blt-

EVIL

EFFECTS

,

OF

HASHISH

In Various
Ways, Which Differ According
to the Individual.

Acts en Nervous System

The Southwestern Division, Assert-ca- n
Red Cross, has originated a new
form of nutrition Instruction which Is
being copied
by other divisions
The
throughout the United 8tates.
Southwestern Division embraces the
states of Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas.
Missouri, New Mexico, Oklsboma and
Texas.
This plan Is that of the Itinera
nutrition worker.
Three yara hi
two such workers' were put Into He
field by the dlvlxiua. Ltint year tin
number was Inoi
d to sewn urn
now there are iwctit.v. with a mi.
atnntly growiiiK dri'mnd for more.
The tttneriini iiitirliluD worker ik
the worker-wl?kk from clmpter i
chapter Instructiii!.' clnxwn In nut rl
fomi
tlon, talking to mcIiooIh on
Mothers' Clubs mid
values, addn-SNlother organization on the Importance
of proper diet to correct the result
of malnutrition among Amerlcun children.
Here Is the way thu itinerant worker
organises her work, according to the
Director of Nutrition Service In St.
Louis:
Under the advice of local
physicians who made a school "lamination, she plans
program for the
children suffering from malnutrition.
This program consists of Instruction to
all school children, with special Instruction to underweights under the
advl.-of physicians, to mothers f
children of pre school age where these
mothers are made to realize the relation of food to growth, to health, to
bone development, teeth development
and the relation of food to b'ood, even
to heart action. In this mo'hers are
shown pictures of animal experimentation, where, growth Is stunted from
tie absence of enough milk In diet,
where legs become paralyzed when certain foods containing essential
are kept from diet. Mothers
also are given
Instruction In
relation of food to the development of
the unborn child.
Home visits play a large part In
the reaching of mothers and children.
The Itinerant worker remains 'In a
chapter from two to six months In
order to reach the entire community
with this Instruction.
She also ,n
structs local teachers In elementary
nutrition end pluns with them on how
to carry on the work after she has
gone. The following year she returns
for another short period, checking up
the results of her former visit and
then opening new classes.
In the states of the Southwestern
Division the Itinerant workers serve
eleven chapters In Arkansas, three In
Kansas, twelve In M saourl, six In
In Texas.
Oklahoma and twenty-tw- o

rter

i

e

vita-min-

pre-nat-

r

In

lirium

and sometimes

An

catalepsy.

average dose Induces a dreamy state,
when the Indulger becomes the sport
of rapidly shifting Ideas. The habitual "hashash" can rarely collect his
thoughts, his memory goes and he Is
prone to curious errors of perception.
Herodotus records that the Scythians
burned the seeds of hemp during the
purification ceremonies that took place
after a death and that they became
Intoxicated
by the fumes.r-Detroll

News. ..

'

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
APPROPRIATE FUND FOR
RED CR088 WORK
The County Commissioners of
County, Kansas, have appropriated SI .000 for Red Cross work In
the county during the year.
In the expenditure of this money
the Executive Secretary of the chapter will act as Poor Commissioner,
Truant Officer and Probation Officer
for the county. She already has acted
In these three cnpaclties without remu-- i
oration and ber work has necessarily
been hampered by lack of sufficient
funds to carry It through.
. The Lyon County Chapter at Emporia, Kansas, has organised a County
e
Health Unit with a
health officer and nurse. This work in a nearby county has so Interested the
County Commissioners that
they bave determined to m .ke that as
the next work on their program of
public welfare.
full-tim-

The son of a famous
is being held for theft
This appears to be one
charity did not begin
Paul Pioneer Press.

education.
The Rhode Islanders did not shore
this view, however, and when Rev,
Mr. Lenthal proposed to "keep a public school for the learning of youth"
he found ready support for bin project. He was granted 100 acres of lend
to be "laid forth and appropriated for
s school, for encouragement of the
poorer sort, to train up their youth
la learning." Cappers Weekly.

-

No.

This machine was
rented to the Gallup Business
College and taken from their
place after they closed. It is
the property of the Underwood
Typewriter Co. Anyone knowits whereabouts please
ing
'
communicate with
P. C. PINCHAM,
' Underwood Typwriter

suffer"

.

DEMOCRATIC CAMPAIGN LIB
BASED ON FREE TRADB
The ladies of the country well remember that during the tariff debate
of 1922 they were bombarded with
circulars, letters and advertisements
telling them that if the
tariff were passed they
would have to pay an enormous in
crease for their linen goods.
The Women s bureau of the Dem
ocratic national committee had hysterics over the matter. One prominent
New York department store got in a
public quarrel with Senator Watson
because of his exposure of the fraud
of the charge. Every effort was
made to convince the American
housewife that the proposed tariff
was going to rob her right and left
in the matter of linen goods. So much
for the Democratic free trade lies.
It is very interesting to pick up the
New York papers on Tuesday, October 16 last, and read an ad of John
Wanamaker, advertising linens. The
ad begins as follows:
"THEY ARE LOWER THAN THET
"HAVE BEEN FOR 7 YEARSI
"SALE OF FINE LINENS
"This collection is unusually fins,
even in a store that is noted for the
fine quality of its linens. Its scope
is impressve, both household and decorative linens; quality of the finest
prices are the lowest in seven years.
Most of the linens are of recent importation."
bulletin of the
The fortnightly
Women's bureau of the Democratic
national committee is invited to express an ppinion now upon the subject of tariff and prices of linens,
based upon facts instead of falseFordney-Mc-Cumb-

o

Onnortunitv is like a royal flush
you're only likely to get one in a life
:
time.
A
tnt m.t writaMi rinn't ore' who
makes the laws of the world so long
as they can Dutcner its songs. .

r HUNTERS
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FOR RENT

New Four room house, with
bath and toilet
One two room house.

Inquire at Peoples Market

ROOMS WITH BATH

JAS. H. DRAKE, Propt
.

CLEAN BEDS

GOOD. ROOMS

ONE DOLLAR AND UP
...';.

v

i..'

'
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RATES BY WEEK

"Bobbed Hair is Passing' a headline says. That is evident if you look
out of your windows. It is passing
.

er

hood.

I

Albuquerque

most of the time. Canton News.

days.

gold-rus- h

Without doubt the location is one
of the most .scenically beautiful of
the whole Sierra range, and until
chosen for the locale of "The Huntress," is said to have remained undiscovered by the motion picture
makers.

.'-.-

5.

CO.,

the

uRAlE HOTEL

LOST
Typewriter

ed by Lynn Roberts, Is a comedy
drama of the Northwest and often
an ideal starring vehicle for CoSess
Moore, the newest First National
star, who plays the titular role, tact
of a lovable, vivacious snd mischievous white girl, who has been reared
among the Indians.
The story centers around this Ft?
o' My Heart of the woods, who, eager to marry a white man, kidnaps
hanadsome, bashful young man from
the city who has come into that country prospecting.
It is a delightful romantic comedy,
replete with humor but not without
a leaven of pathos. Its action is
swift snd Its plot unique.
uoyn Hughes plays the leading
male role snd Russell Simpson and
Walter Long will be seen in the principal heavy parts.
The exterior scenes of "The Huntress" were taken in the most ntc- turesque sections of California and
Nevada high Sierras, among the
mountains and lakes of the Mono
lake district. This is the territory
where Mark Twain laid the scenes of
"Roughing It," his famous story of

philanthropist

STEAM HEAT

And Receive Reward

"In the service of all who

cntV O
aJ it

in New York.
case in which
at home. St.

well-to-d- o

Underwood

xrr

o

Rhode Island School Leader.
The first public school In New England, believed to be the first In the
United States, was launched at NewDuty' to Country
port R. I., 283 years ago, when the
Is
the
It
duty of every man, though
men of Rhode Island voted to support
such an Institution to be conducted by he may have but one day to live, to
the Rev. Robert Lenthal, a Church of devote that day to the good of his
England clergyman.
country.
Elbridge Gerry.
Ia the colonial days In America little thought was given to the education
The chief objection to war is that
of the children of the "common" peo- it always produces a new crop of lip
the warriors who are invisible in war, and
ple, and among the
opinion generally. prevailed that such are invincible
in peace. Aaneviiie
people were better off without any Times.

Box 648,

CITY. ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
; 210 COAL AVENUE
PHON2 319

FISH

ON

Make Raid on Trout Fishery Estab- llshed on an Estate In
Scotland.
,

1295777--

25 Per Cent Cheaper Than Ever

.

BLACKBIRDS FEAST

-

per-son- al

I

TC2ACCO

The Arabs call a man who Indulges
the drug hashish a "hashash," the
plural of which Is "hashhasheen." A
band of Moslem fanatics who flour
Ished In the Eleventh and Twelfth
centuries and devoted themselves to
President
enemies of the
Joseph W. Gregory,. M. D Cisco, murdering secretly the
prophet used to fortify themselves
Secretary."
with hashish for their desperate deeds.
came to be known as "hashashThey
CROSSER
RED
JUNIOR
hence the English word "as
een"
"YOUNG"
SEVENTY YEAR8
sassin."
Hashish acts on the nervous system
The oldest "Junior" Red Crosser In
In various ways, which differ accord8mlth
Is
Elliott
Dr.
United
States
the
ef Kansas City, Missouri, who Is 70 ing to the Individual and the strength
the dose. A small dose produces
yars young. Dr. Smith is port scout of
master of the Kansas City, Missouri, gayety, a larger one hallucinations, de

.

Prices

T'JlT

enters,

TEXAS PHYSICIANS CNDORSS
RED CROSS HEALTH DRIVE

which Is here given :
"Be It resolved by Eastland and
Corai.nche Counties Medical Societies,
held In joint session, that we, the members of the above named organisations,
do hereby Indorse and promise our
moral and professional support to the
Health Service Campaign now being
planned by the Executive Officers of
the American Red Cross of Eastland
County among the youths and school
children of the county sa described by
Mm J. & Nunn of Eastland City.
Texas, and Mrs. Philip Pettlt of Cisco,
Texas, and that we pledge the above
named officers of the American Red
Cross and the Nutritional Expert
Nurse to soon come Into the county
our very best efforts and service gratis
In the furtherance of the work of
melting health problems smong the
school children of the county.
(Signed) ff. H. Guy, M. D., Carbon,

CZNUINZ

9&

state

Educationally, all this is of blgb
value, In the opinion of American edu Boy 8couts and has been active In Sea
cators.
Internationally, It Is of still Beout work for several years. He took
value. In the opinion of those the original Red Cross Life Saving test
greater
reService is giving, not
who are promoting the undertaking,
In 1019 at the Kansas City I. M. C. A.
ceiving. When one person
becanse It definitely promotes Interna and Is an expert swimmer, canoest and
tlonal understanding and friendship
helps another, it's service.
life saver. He Is Chairman of the
and leads, therefore, Into International
That help may be personal
First Aid Committee of the Kansas
peace. To the school, the teacher and aty, Missouri, Red Cross Chapter.
or material or both.
the community, It presents a new line
of endeavor and a new opportunity for RED CROSS NURSE GET!
That service which has
made this Company a factor
broadening the viewpoint Oj the
QUILT FROM INDIANS
wl ole, educators a" over the country
in the great field of providbelieve that It Is the longest step for
A red, white and blue quilt vas the
ing the public with its
ward for International understanding
needs is twofold- -It
present which has been given
unique
which has been taken In many years. to Miss
Mary D. Beyer, Public Health
serves with helpfulness
Nurse for the Okfuskee County Chap
with
courtesy,, but
Ridicule isn't really funny unless ter of the Red Cross with headquar
'
chiefly, it serves so that
it hits somebody whose superiority is ters at Okemah, OklaLoma, by several
Miss
Indiana
Creek
an offense to our vanity. ioungs
you can save money.
town Vindicator.
Beyer comes constantly In touch with
Each of our 475 Stores is
the members of this tribe In ber work
a service center.
Bobbed hair may be all out of ityle throughout the county.
It Is not easy to establish Tlenuly
but the girls' heads will stiu he bob
bing up serenely. Philadelphia Bui relations with the Indians for they are
On one of ber visits to a
letin. ;
suspicious.
.
rural school, tre nurse dlsceverrtl a
People who object to little boys small boy of 11 who was not doing
fighting should not send them to wo'.l In school. Bis parents came to
school in red neckties. Burlington the school to Interview the nurse. The
News.
father thought the boy had stomach
trouble because he would not eat regularly. 'A diet of oatmeal, eggs and
The father, not
milk was outlined.
quite sure of the plan, said, "When
Lee, be not want to eat breakfast,
make him." And the nurse replied
That that was the proper thing to do.
"Hra-hI see," said the father. Now
Lee is eating regularly and making
vast improvement In bis scholarship.
Miss Beyer has ur.der observation an
Indian squaw who Is worth 13,000,000,
SETTER PREPARED THAN EVER FOR
but the squaw seems to bave no Idea
ALL KINDS OF
how Important ber fortune might make
.'
ber.
'., ,;;
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A story f tie Cect,
usual, romantic "tirarce
highly humorous. Euch it
"The Hu&tress." a Tint Natie-- d
picture, wCl be shown at the L3
Red Cress In Seven States Has Travel Theatre next Tuesday snd Wedaas-Ing Nutrition Tssehtrs,

events
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Every

Gnat Attempt It Oorloae

Even

If It
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(Lattar Day Sainta)

you would like.

Chances are there
The subjects for the next
sabbath might reveal such. - The
AKAut
mominor lukWt will Wn
School
Sunday
every 8nnda, at Averaae. Thank You." nl In tha
110:30 A. M.. at City Club House. N eveninar. "Without a RivaL'
Than la
collections. Everybody welcome.
but one future to the world, and that
is, that future held out by the laws
FIRST MSTEODIST CHURC3
of the sermon on the mount There
is but one future to any person, only
John Witt Hendrtx, Paator
one way to save one's self from beChurch SchooL 9:46 A. M. '
Public Worihin. 11 A. II. and 7:S0 ing shelved, and that is by that same
law. The Church is ona mill that
grinds on forever. The Mill of God
CHURCH OF THE HOLT SPIRIT grinds slow but sure.
The services are snappy and to the
(Episcopal)
point, never long and always spiced
Rev. A. J. G. Dowie .
with story and song. Try one of

l3

would be.

TOWN MARSHAL W. P. DIGGS

TTS WANT to add a few words in a complimentary way for
W the benefit of Town Marshal" W. P. Diggs. The town of
Gallup is no easy place to police. Gallup is made up of many
different classes of people, and being the metropolis for a
large and active coal mining district, as wen as one of the
main divisions of the Santa Fe trunk line, makes of our town a
place hard to properly police.
The only criticism that we have ever heard against Mr.
Diggs as marshal is that he is too old and too slow, and not ag

25th Sunday after Trinity
Holy Communion. 8 AM.
Church School, V:6 A. M.
Morning prayer and sermon,

'em.

CHURCH IN CHRIST
11 A.

(Congregational)

Rev. Lewis A. Stark, D. D., Minister
mam!
4
Iff.
iivA It
.. nii At a A m am ik. j nU ma
-... Ill.eBo
v nmi Iamm I i. ma
ine ixtmmumty Church with a
jv
Evennig prayer. 4:30 P. M,
on
one
me
Social Program"
to
Dreax
Deen
oi ine rainiest An all day session of the St Agnes
up
joo long enougn
places of prostitution that has ever existed in our midst. Fed- - Guild will be held at the Rectory next
9:45 Junior Church Worship with
eralV.: Naturalization examiner, Mr. Emmenck, said that in-- all inurMav
reel of film on: "Jacob and Essau."
I
f
..AA o AVAAAMAA ...'tU tL.
:tAA.
vvibu
iuo iiibccu J tai cajvaivuvg
wiv
biiiciilf ui uawif
One of the teachers in our Church
"WARREN A. M
that this Gallup case was the rankest that he has ever had any- School made the statement last Sunmission
of Mr. and Mrs. day that she had never seen such inthing to do with. Mr. Emmerick complimented Mr. Diggs in (At the Residence
"
terest shown by her pupils, for these
the highest terms, so did Federal Judge O. L. Phillips, and The
films were following each week the
in
the interest of good government, wishes to SiJ&8o?
Gallup Herald,
lesson being taught in the class
aa lis compliments, TOO.
Parents invited to come and bring afterwards. A big monthly magasine
.
,
fJ anaJAioo biow
ana not ineir cnuaren.
recently said: "The time will come
iur, uiggB, wiougH ne may De too oia
a. m., and when the school that does not teach
ernc"
aggressive, yet he nas accomplished something in the interest i7eic0in every
'iwt nd thlrd Sun- - thru the eyes as well as thru the
of good government, and for this he deserves the compliments day.
ears will be as , reactionary as the
of all good people.
Prayer services every Wednesday one that refuses to use musical inOne of Gallup's leading citizens and most successful fin night at 7:30.
struments or other equipment" We
are trying to train the child thru all
anciers has said to us on several occasions : "I sometimes aay
METHODIST CHURCH
of its facultes.
that if some of us would go slower we would get there sooner."
10:00 Church School with clasiei
We believe that Mr. Diggs is "old enough" to apprreciate the JOHN ANNOUNCEMENTS
for all ages and needs.
WITT
Pastor
HENDRIX,
philosophy of this saying, and that he is "slow enough," or OnWedneadav evenlnop tha TVi. 11:00 Morning Worshin with a ser
"fast enough," just as you like, to weave his web of evidence era' Council met in a real luncheon
in mon by the pastor on: "The Divine
the Ladies' parlor of the church. With V otter of the Soul."
sufficient for conviction, without muddling,
few special guests there were in all 7:30 "Worth While" Sarvl
0.ii
And, the best of it is, Mr. Diggs is still on the job there atwenty-eigV1!? are. by every services Irom now on will not ha nvar
are others others who are gradually being webbed about with manuesianon,
aiert and active in an
and a quarter but every min
.(..l ti.A
eviuence mat win cuicn
mem, juta us ne vmcueu me iuiueiau their management of the Church ute hour
will be bright, cherry, helpful
no
school.
an
Have
in
who
case, and
you a boy or tri
the interest oi good government, and ior
and Worth While. We will have a
is not attending elsewhere or .any- other cause.
very beautiful
on "YelwnereT
ra, now do you ieel about lowstone Park." travelogue
The pastor will give

u.
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A Good

Hat

is

That's Why We Sell

Appreciated

STETSON HATS
That You May Get Just the Hat You Want,
We Have Stocked an'Excellent Assortment
This Year
Smooth felts in the new shades
'
Rough finish felts, silk lined
The STETSONIAN, an
hat
Velours of that fine quality instantly recognizextra-ordina- ry

and

ed,

Genuine

8--

X

Stetson Hats

Beaver, a hat de luxe

$7 And Up, Others

$3

And Up

LEBECK .ft WYIIE
210 Coal Avenue

ht

i. .i.k.j a.

.

lit, do you ever consider your duty in a fifteen minute sermon.
The Orthis line to your youngsters T
chestra will lead in the "Everybody
be worth your while to Sing." You cant afford to
It
might
miss this
1
-.
111
I
14. .V. I
happy evening each week! You are
possession
Z&t
invited with your friends.

Hart Schxfiher
tkMarx

Clothes

"DOES PROHIBITION PROHIBIT?"

i75fiK

With letters in his
UNCLE JOHN'S
5C"
RICHARD LLOYD
ana
cmeis oi police oi me leaaing
irom city marsnais
WEEKLY POEM
JONES SAYS:
cities of the United States, showing that crime, drunkenness,
The pulpits have been filled with
(Aatoeutar Santo)
(Copyright br Richard Lloyd Janai)
on
at
arrests
an
Dr.
are
the increase
dope and
alarming rate,
clothing store dummies Ion enough.
Buck seeks to have the Congress repeal or amend the Volstead
They should be filled with men, live,
i ve loaned s dime, run many a
DONT BE A KNOCKER
,
virile, sympathetic men who believe time, and I've frequently had 'em
Act so that the Federal Government, and the Government
.
stolen
.
,
but
never
I've
great
fundamental, supernatural docquit,
Yoa, ,.can. tnut the thoughtless to
alone, shall manufacture and dispense alcoholic liquors
trines.
and IH do my bit to keep the ball
"knock" the thoughtful. No good
.
,
I
the
shove
This paper has ever contended that our Government can
in
coin
the work is safe from misconstruction.
...The pulpits of the land should be
filled with men whose hearts and smilin' morn, snd I think it's the pro- Every saint has had his defamer.
handle the liquor question just as easily as our Government
emotions are on fire with the love of per caper. I couldn't refuse to read That which made him a saint was the
does handle the post office business. Our Government manu
God, and an uncontrollable - passion the news, so I buy the mornin' nsner. power to rise above the untruths
factures and sells postage stamps. Our Government can manu
The durndest beat thst I ever meet hurled at him
for souls. The pews should be filled
by those who could not
it really does surprise one the pa- themselves create
facture and sell acoholic liquors.
with men who believe, and with men
truths,
late
to
this
but
per's
date,
and
women
right
up
who
can
To have the Federal Government manufacture and dis
'
m
pray. The bird never
lie
negative fomwa in fn.
.
.
one.
He
buys
cnurcnes
snoops
should be crowded with man
always
pense liquors would forever take the business out of
forces:
who are mourning and groaning over tne sneei irom somebody's leet or out m oppose the positive
the whirl of new events and
liquor interests, therefore would forever take liquor out of poliine sins or tne world, over the fact sponges it from his neighbor I'd the fresh tomorrow . tha mrM
if
kick
his
if
I
the
had
chanctics.
epants,
that thousands are coin? to hall
'
desire to honor those who push good
AuTOCVsTCft.
Dr. Buck claims that for the last two years drunkenness
every day. Both men in the pulpit butTheI hate to waste the labor!
moral is, get down to biz, don't forward, ia glad to forget those who
and in the pew should be conscious of
has increased 72.36 per cent, that crime has increased for the
be a tighwad slacker, it's bad enough pull backward.
OLD TIME REVIVALS
and
save.
uods
to
presence
power
same' period just 25.13 per cent, that violations of the Volstead
Those who follow the lines of least
Revivals are prayed down, thev are to stall out a bluff and beg a chaw
This country needs an
re
of
I
lend a book to resistance, who glide away from the
tobacker!
like
to
Act has increased during the last two years 170 per cent, that vival
of religion. If it does not come not organized and numoed un. The a friend it's a cordial an' friendly difficulties of life, who seek
only perthe increase in dope fiends has increased to the alarming ex soon the
soul of America will be sign-le- churches of this country must be re caper but I fervently hate the
sonal ease and comfort, are always
tent of 838 per cent.
Tha churches mint hava it tha vived, ine safety, happiness, prosskate, that's too stingy to buy quick to condemn those who labor for
ministers are dying at heart for the perity, progress and sanity of this a paperi
a Common good and fnr tha Mmfnrt
it aoes not matter wnetner we are ior or against tne voi- - lack
demands
nation
a
great,
of it We do not need any more
''
o
liberties of the many.
stead Act, we must face an alarming state of affairs. It does
of
revival
reThe big feature at the Rex for next
The man who lacks an accurate eye
professional, highly organised com
not matter whether we, as individuals, are prohibitionists or mercial
The country ligion.
and Friday will present and a steady aim can make a loud
we are up against a situation never dream has been evangelism.
Let us pray with greater power Thursday
cursed from such, the
uourtot in "Tne Stead noise with blank cartridges but he
marguerite
Church has, been nauseated by such than we have ever prayed before. fast Heart."
d of
makes a poor soldier. Those who proTWl. F. W. BUCK says, "No."

?auncljfttt0

Of
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so-call-ed
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one-ey- ed

soul-stirrin- g,

nation-movin- g

nd-th-

e

old-ti-
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The liquor question does not concern an

honest-to-goo- d

ness prohibitionist as an individual, but the situation that we
have today does concern every one of us individually and col
lectively and we can t eet away from it.

bodies can
Our Government, legislatures and
not make people moral, can not make good people out of bad
human
can not make
change
religious can not
people,
. i people
. i
.
a.
i
l
iouc our n
ji.
mane
can
uovernmem
ana
it postastes
naDiis,
nature,
and
wholesome
more
and
education,
more
and
better
sible for
with more education and more freedom, we will be a better
and happier people
law-rrfaki-

Every large merchant in New

York made a thorough test of his advertising during the press
men's strike. They got out circulars by the million, they pro
duced their own advertisements and obtained widespread dis
tribution. When the strike was broken they swarmed back
into the newspaper columns with larger space than they ever
had used. The strike was more beneficial to the newspaper
proprietors than they realized. It demonstrated the selling
power of newspaper advertising,
IT HAS BEEN SAID: That it is useless to try and have
e
to
hootleg dumps padlocked, that there is too much
it, that the Federal Court requires postitive proof, etc., all of
which is buncomb. We note that Federal Judge O. L. Phillips
ia granting the padlock system to places where complaints
have been sustained by evidence that such places are run as
bootleg joints. The padlock system will make the owners of
property set up and take notice.
red-tap-

SAID : "Peace, commerce and honest
all
with
nations; entangling alliances with none."
friendship
Grover Cleveland, in his first inaugural address.
CLEVELAND

-

ng

WE ARE TOLD: That there are at least nine bootleg
joints operating on Railroad avenue between the McKinley
County Bank building and the Ed Hart hardware. Get your
evidence, eentlemen. and turn it over to either City Marsha
Biggs, or to Sheriff Myers. When this is done, and the boot
leggers are convicted, then see J. W. Chapman, assistant district attorney, and ask that action be taken to have the places
padlocked. We noticed that Judge Phillips is granting pad
locks on complaints supported by convictions.
THE STRIKE'S LESSON:

orevival
buffoonery. An
of religion, in which the heart will
She wanted to marry, so she kid"The Steadfast Heart." at the Rex
be stirred and the whole life brought napped a man. See Colleen Moore in for next Thursday and Friday, will
in review before God, is absolutely "The Huntress." at the Rex next picture tha couraaa of a youth as ha
.
necessary.
fights for his righta against odds,
iiiesaay ana weanesasy.

THE SILENT DRAMA

duce nothing attempt to
Justify their
own inertia by
criticising those who
do produce something.
When criticism is observation, it is
constructive; when it is Jealousy, it
is destructive. The one seeks to correct; the other to contemptuously de-

stroy. Criticism becomes noble when
it seeks not to antagonize but to foster a good work.
Truth at all Hmn, u mil.,
criticism attempts, to rectify - error,
improve judgment and
m.Mi.
taste, it becomes a public benefaction.
Criticism becomes atrongest when It
exhibits the weakness of a thing only
tO Suggest SOmethin? hatta,.
The criticism that M,.nta t.
a. .
viau
vvwiw aay tk.
Criticism that builda and miunHSu
good effort. The criticism of those
who can do the thing criticised less
well or not at all has little
weight
soon zorgotten.
The critic suggests
something better; it is the "knocker" who condemns and offers nothing in return.
conquero!" must some time
meet his master. That is the law of
and his master will be the
critic who can do better.

m..

fl

.3

Pro",

o

A Hygienic Anecdote.

...

After eatine a haartv m.l at
restauI"
Cntically punned
rants, Haclntyre
the cashier and
paid
strolled down the street A pair of
scales on the sidewalk attracted his
attention. He stepped on them and
dropped a penny in the slot.
"The crooks!' he exclaimed, and
dashed back to the restaurant
"Look herel" he bawled at the
manager. "Yon'va rhuM
I'm
short 27 calories."
The manaarer
at him mUv.
."We can do nothing for you." he
observed.
"You ahould have noted
that sign."
aiaclntyra looked at tha wall and
read: ,
"Count your ealnrlaa hafcwa laav.
big the restaurant." American re
gion Weekly.
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A bewitJ-in- g
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irley Uaaon when she
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sters out ia

the early sows in. The Csvtata
the William Tox screen production of Lincoln J. Carter's celeCSTSSTAKS
KSS
CSAmZ3
brated stage "tariUier," which will
TC2 JCISNSCSS ENTZ2TAIN
'
Ura. ' C B. Chambers entertained play at tha Strand Theatre next
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Johnson ware
S. Friday Thursday and Friday, in. which
charming hosts at a dinner party the oficers of the O. E.
Cress Poison

zcrca

Llour,"

.
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Tuesday evening. Coven were laid night in honor of lira. for
Phoenix,
for Mr. end Ura. Leo Tucker, Uiu who is leaving toon
Ariiona. Those present weer: Mr.
Billinga and Mr, Jay Comaky.
and Mrs. 8am Woods, Meedamss
Floyd, Lloyd Ambrose, W. B. JohnTH3 EILLEH3 ENTERTAIN
Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Heller enter- son, August Deltiman, Harry Spina,
Earl Walker,
tained at a six o'clock dinner Mon- Paul Kley, Jim Watson,Lois
A. Stark and Miaa
Randolph.
L
Mr.
were
for
laid
Covert
day night
and Mrs. W. B. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. A lovely lunch was served at the
A. W. Robertson and Mrs. Roaina close of the evening.
v
Burke.
PERSONAL MENTION
Mrs. T. C. Poison and son, Donald,
THE THURSDAY CLUB
to join Mr. Polaon, who
left
The Thursday Club met with Mrs. is inSaturday
Phoenix, Arisona, Mr. and Mrs.
pre-eeThose
week.
G.
Shanklin this
L.
Poison have made many friends while
and enjoying tbje afternoon in Gallup.
W.
W.
E. Clarke,
were: Mesdamea
Mrs. Oscar Gosch entertained the
R. Cregar. L. N. Csry, F. L. Evans. Embroidery Club Wednesday.
A. W. Robertson, W. D. Cornell and The O. E. S. Social Club will meet
Rosina Burke. Mrs. Clarke held high at the Chapter Rooms, Friday. Novscore for the afternoon.
ember 16. Mrs. Dennard and Mrs.
Th Club will met with Mrs. L. N.
Cary next week.
Jay Conuky left Thursday for
Chicago, and other places.
MRS. WAMSLET ENTERTAINS
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Dimon were
Mrs. B. F. Wamiley entertained at meats of Mr. and Mrs. John Kirk for
"
bridge last Saturday. Those enjoy- dinner Monday night. no
Derm on enMr. and Mrs. a. w.
ing the afternoon were: Mesdames
SunW. B. Johnson, Louts Roat, Charley tertained at a six o'clock dinner
Mr. and
Ross, Harry Spann, Charles Iehl, day night. The guests were
Mrs.
Schleuter, Dodson, Walker, Garden- Mrs. W. B. Johnson and Mr. and
K.
L.
Mrs.
Heller.
Hart.
and
Ed
Klien
er, Snyder,
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Phillips were
Snyder won first prise and Mrs.
dea
second.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Clarke
Gardener
After, bridge,
for dinner Monday evening.
licious lunch was served.
nt

The GIFT ENJOYED
'
ALL
By
no finer gift than a beautiful BRUNSWICK
THERE is
its wonderfully resonant, transcendent tones.
Everyone really loves music, so what greater joy,,
could possibly be supplied than by the giving of a

Brunswick Phonograph this. Christmas.

A

GiBSOn SOCIETY COTES AKD BDEGS

Brunswick

is truly an enduring gift.

L '& Smmm
FURNITURE

HARDWARE

RAINS-PITTMA-

Mr. Cab Rains and Mrs. Jewel
were married Monday afternoon
at the home of Judge Schauer in Gal-H.
lup. Only the sister, Mrs. L.
Pitt-ma-

n

Gruber and brother, Marshall Pitt-maattending, the ceremony.
Mrs. Rains is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. T. Pittman, and has won
many friends since coming to Gibson.
ia a nativa son and one
of our "Best." Mr. and Mrs. Rains
will be guests at the Gibson hotel lor
the winter.
n,

J. Conuky left Thursday for an extended visit to Milwaukee, Wis., and
to visit his folks at Evanston, 111.,
and will also visit with Mr. and Mrs
Clarence Steele at Sparta, Wis. Mrs.
Stella is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W.'B. Johnson of this city. Mr. Com-ak- y
is the chief mechanic for the M.
J. Connelly Company of this section.
He will return in time for the Holiday season.
W. B. Johnson, Bill Turner and Jerry Farmer are due to leave on their
annual deer hunt They will invade
the woods to the south, about 200
miles from Gallup, and W. B. says
that "You can say that we are going
to stay in the woods till we get Mr.

Deer."

The Altar Society of Gallup met
last week on Thursday with Mrs.
Chas. Sabin. Those present and attending were: Mesdames Quinn,
Oldham,
Lebeck, Kelley,
Kraker,
Kllner, Jones, McQuade,
Koenig, Allison, Brentari, Davis,
and J. B. McQuade Harding.
Di-m-

Filmed in the mountains around
it brings
Fredericksburg, Vs., andsweet-heaback the memory of first
days. "The Steadfast Heart," at the
ilex next inursaay ana many.
rt

CARD OF THANKS

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ortex and
children wish to express their heartfelt thanks to their many friends for
the expressions of sympathy and condolence, and for the floral offerings,
in their hour of sadness on account of
the death of their son and brother. .

rk

SOCIAL AND CIVIC CLUB
Mrs. Chapman and Mrs. A. M.
T on. amtavtilnad tha Social and ClV- at the
We wish to thank all those in Gal- ic Club Thursday afternoon
Mrs. juane. inoee prewm.
home
illol
the
kindness
their
for
during
lup
Chas. Kettle, Henry
ness and death of Joseph F. Woods, were: Mesdamea
HuSMlie
VranV Duncan.
of Holbrook, Arizona, our father.
Jamea Sneddon, Ed Whiteman,
JOE WOODS, JR.
Louie Kuhns, Carl Partridge,
CHAUNCEY WOODS,
John Pitts, Roy Woods, Evert Woods,
and our mother.
Peterson ana xserc iwey.
The afternoon was spent at cards,
"Readers of The Gallup Herald will after which lovely refreshments were
want to cut out the Strand program served.
for next week and post it in a conMISS PITTMAN ENTERTAINS
spicuous place," said Giles Master,
Miss Ethel Pittman entertaned at
it
"because
of
the
Strand,
manager
i.
h.F iiitar. Mm. Gruber.
is one of the very best programs we ill a iiuiuv v m
the occasion being
evening,
Saturday
ever
booked."
have
n. very
Miss Pittman'a
Dinnaay.
evening? was enjoyed by her
nia&nt
Our stamping department offers many friends. Games were played
you countless suggestions. We will and at the close of the evening re'
cheerfully welcome the opportunity freshments were served.
of showing you the advantage of
PERSONAL MENTION
stamping. Summers Millinery. CARD OF THANKS

.l.

10-3-- tf

1

A

very

pleasant

afternoon

was

the home of Mrs. Ed
The rollicking tale of a feminine
faternoon. A few
Wednesday
manfflllllAIID i nwrkB
relentless
and her
of the Gibson ladies surprised Mrs.
Rex
Dr. O. C. Warriner, Page Building. hunt. See Colleen Moore at the
Harvey McMullen with a "atork
next Tuesday and Wednesday.
Phone 88.
shower."
Miss Billy Billings, Mr. J. Comis-k- y

spent at

Mc-Mul-

er

IT IS GRATIFYING
TO GET WHAT YOU WANT
WHEN YOU NEED IT
PRICES AND SERVICE RIGHT

CARMAN

9

GROCER. Y

ing,

ut..

nnfc Sundaypttioi
UWW Pittman -- I
afternoon in Gallup at the home of
Miss Maxine Feather.
Mrs. W. M. Porter spent Friday
evening at the home of Mrs. Henry

Cifiy

Market

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
KIMSEY St WALL, Proprietors

I

BEST CORN FED PACKING
HOUSE DEEF, PORK, VEAL
MUTTON AND CHICKENS
WE SELL COUPON BOOKS AT
10 PERCENT DISCOUNT

PHONE

'quality

-

Son of

I

C4

service

A number of our Masonic men
folks took in the Scottish Rite at
Santa Fe last week, some of whom
then stopped over in Albuquerque to
tread the hot sands or tne annne,
amontr them, as noted, were: Chas.
Wilson, J. A. Watson, Arthur stones,
S. D. McCasklll, Harry Block, a. w.
A. Sehaefer,
Carriiurton.

Jimmy Blatsios, and others.

Dr. Chester H. Clark announces the
removal of his offices in Gallup to
207 South Second street. Office hours.
10 to 11 A. M.. 2 to 4 P. M.. and 7 to
8 P. M. Office phone, 18; residence

how good a cigarette

realty oan do maa
you must try

--

i.n.ii.

Europ'
"""""

Ira
mm
'irSTQASTED'

fnrmcrlv a nurse at the Gibson
Gibson
hospital, was calling on
friendB sunay aarcernoon.
m.. ia.ar. maotinff at the Gal- lup High School was will attended by
the camp teachers Saturday after
TIME ,
noon.
her
to
confined
ia
Ferriri
Mrs. Joe
Time, it's a wonderful thing.
home, with a bad attack" of the It takes time to mend
A broken heart we all have
grippe.
of the tipple men at If we lose our loved ones or a friend.
Thirty-thre- e
at
h.j a phnn iuev oarty
the Pick hotel Monday evening.
Time will prove it's time on you '
nas
Mrs. Bob Kooercs
In time your heart grows weak
from a two weeks pleasure trip spent Time is a healer, good and true,
and surrounding And time is what we seek.
in Albuquerque

mo

"I know my father's rich trat
was the
I can't help It, can
extent of an Interview with Hogs
Htlones, Jr, upon Ms
Xew York this week. He la the

ir

"rt"

lnda
eldest son of the
with
trial king, who is credited
man is
lielng the wealthiest
Enrone since the war, and also
one of the central nacres In the
present day Germany. UsStones,
wire,
by
Jr., secompanled America
will remain In
time studmg our Industrial
methods of manofacturlng and
marketing. When asked to talk
-- well, because his father la the
Hockefeller of Europe, be gave
out the shove interview.'

MONDAT

''4

i
A Vitagraph Special
"THE MAN NEXT DOOR"
This Picture ia Adapted from
Emerson Hough's Great

Novel

FOX NEWS
Chas. Jones and Shirley Mason
in one of the fastest Pictures
that has ever been screened,
"THE ELEVENTH HOUR"
SUNSHINE COMEDY

SATURDAY
"TWO

Jack Hexie in
FISTED JEFFERSON"
Larry Semon in
"SCHOOL DAYS"

COMING
Two Big Specials Next Week

"THE VIRGINIAN"
and Tom Mix in
"SOFT BOILED"

At Central School
Next Wednesday

Concluding a month's work in constructive and dramatic expression,
based upon elementary school courses
of Pilgrim and Indian history, the
Central school will put on Wednes-

day, afternoon and evening, at the
City Club, two presentations of a Pilgrim pageant. The best parts of the
work of ten rooms of the buildinf
will be taken, presenting the history
of the Pilgrims from the days of Old
England to the first Thanksgiving.
Some two hundred children will be in

the cast

.rj

U S.

William Duncan in his great
Thriller
"SMASHING BARniSSS"
Al St John's Latest Comedy
THE TAILOR"

Alexis

Mr. Ben Fry, a former resident of
Navajo, moved to Gibson Tuesday.
m
anrf Mra. Porter Brock were
dinner guests Sunday at the home
Mrs. J. J. urocxew, in vauup.
mm Waahhurn entertain
n.
ed Mr. and Mrs. Tom Dooley, Dr.
Abrahams and Miss Myrtle ueii si a
six o'clock dinner Sunday evening.
Alhoot UanAannn nf OamerCO. who
is a patient at Gamerco Hospital, is
reported as Doing mucn ofnener.
Albuquer-nn- a
Mrs. Vivian Standish

Richest Man In

'

8UKSAT,

THURSDAY and FRIDAY

screen.

.

kt

".''';:,?

o

half-moo- n.

of Gallup and Miss Cornelia Alexander weer the guests of Mr. Defen-derfat his home Saturday evening.
Mr. Rebel McCaskell returned from
his vacation Monday.
Miss Adeline Ortez is absent from towns.
We often say, "Give me time
her position in the store for a few Mr. and Mrs. Dr. Washburn
friends at a To think it over strong." ,
the
of
following
brothers
her
account
on
days
Mr.
bridge party Saturday evening: and It takes time. time, time
death in San Diego, Calif.
To make this life drift along.
E. W. Trowbrdlge, Mr.
Mrs.
and
Miss
Mrs. Vivian of Albuquerque,
H. Sonne, Mr. and Mrs. John
Composed by:
Caroline Morris and Miss Mary Will-so-n Mrs. O.Mr. and
BETTY CRAWFORD
Mrs. Joe Brock.
weer calling at the home of Mrs. Irick, Joe Brock
of Gamerco was a
Mrs.
Jennie Brown in Gibson Sunday
Last Sunday night the Rex accom
visitor Monday afternoon.
Gallup
afternoon,
modated a big crowd andthe program
For this
the was highly entertaining.
You can only bring peace into
Rex will put on anthe
His Wife's Job
Sunday
night
love
a
of
light other
the
A shiftless specimen of humanity world by driving
big program, Viola Dana in
world.
The Social Code," and an education
came downtown one morning and,- out of the
"No Loafing," with a lat(..initio a vrnnn
al
' r on a corner, announcjvtu..a.
Not only too many laws but too est comedy,
of Weekly News.
ed that he was going to leave town,
showing
how
people who don't care
said he could not live in is any longer. many laws
are
so
are
there
they
just
It is another of the famous Col
Some one asked him what was the many
permitted to break them.
lier's Weekly stories, made Into a
matter.
human drama "The Stead
"Well," he said, "the town is all
This is the time of year when coun-tr- y powerful
fast Heart," by Marguerite Courtot,
j ... WW It'a" tha hardest nlace in
irresistible
offer
to
seem
ditches
llU.
the world for a woman to get work attraction even to the best bred auto- at the Rex next Thursday and Fri
,
day.,
in." Everynodya.
mobiles on gravel roads.
W. Voorhees is here from
A.
Mrs.
B.
Kinnev
H.
of Socorro was here
HOTEL IDA
visit-ta- g
her home at Phoenix, Arisona,
week vistng with old
the
during
matafter business
friends and acquaintances, and was
Have opened the above named Ho-- ters. and looking
x- -l
ZBe to
Airf'h
aida
RAami
the guest of his old friend Geo. A.
v.
VM
T
1 Wl MW "W
Also Chas. Laughlin came in from Chin Keepers.
$1.00. Good accommodations.
cel
Armistice Day
feed yeard in rear, ionr pairunano Lm to take in the
.T
M 1m. whn aueCMfla T. E. Pur- ebrations in Gallup.
solicited. Reulon T. Gallagher.
as
agent at Gallup, was s plea
dy
sant caller at The Herald omce Weder

H.

Repeating Sunday's Program
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

y,

Mrs. B. F. Wamsley was a Gibson
visitor Tuesday afternoon.
The Gibson Theatre was closed
Monday evening and will run no more
For Insurance of all kinds, see
pictures this year.
Mrs. Louis Kuhns and Mrs. R. W. Charles W. Davis, 109 South Second
tf
Dennard will entertain the Ladies Street Phone 248.
Social Club at their next meeting.
of
M
Ramon G. Maestas of Santa Fe was
ami Mm. James Sneddon
Gamerco purchased a new radio out in Gallun durina- the week visiting
Mrs. Jacob Mon- his
with
Lass.
mrs.
daughtetr,
and
Mr.
also
fit,
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Bacon and son toya.
John Frederick of Gallup spent SunMrs.
Dr. O. C. Warriner, Chiropractor,
day afternoon at the home of
Page Building. Phone 88.
M. J. Tilton in Gibson.
umis. nr M Pnrfr
. , Sherman and
Beatrice Porter were guests at the
To knew
Gibson hotel for dinner sunaay even-

LanghursL

AT T:89 P.

In a diaphanous costume of delicate, clinging frailness, trimmed with
white fox and a headpiece to match-Shirlein this feature, la comsted
through the air reposing gracefully
She
in the hollow of a
steps lightly to the ground, and amid
the plaudite of the assembled guests,
drifts with rhythmical charm into a
solo dance.
Shirley ia ideally built for dancer.
Five feet three of beautiful alimness
with the natural grace of deer, she
interprets music in terms of terpsi-chor- e
with captivating vividness.
Although she has never danced
professionally, Shirley at one time
atudied this art, deeming it a practical means of learning more about
pantomime, which is the art of the

W. A. Cameron. Santa Fe Travel-in c Fntiirht and Passenarer Arent.
headquarters at Albuquerque, was a
visitor in Gallup Wednesday ana
honored The Herald with a pleasant
call.

HERALD STAFF CORRESPONDENCE

N

FISST 830W

co-st- ar.

pbone,

ITEMS AND PERSONALS
BY GALLUP

Charles Jones is Miss Mason's

The work under the musical di
rection of Mrs. Ainta Lagerquist and
Miss Katherine Brown of the University of Arizona, and the production management of Miss Lee Kinder
of Cape Gerardeau, Mo., Normal, and
Miss Beatrice fentony ol the university of Iowa, has been correlated
in the last week to a ooint where the
children are realizing the fruits of
their month's study of perhaps the
most vital and interesting epoch from
a child's standpoint of American his
tory.
The program will be as .follows:
Central School Orchestra, Opening"
Chorus, "Come All Ye Falhtful."
Prologue.
Old England, B3, Miss Barker.
Holland, B1B2, Mrs. Benett; B6,
i
Miss Kinder.
The Sailing, B4, Miss Feaster.
The Landing, B5, Miss Diggs; Bl
Miss Brown; B2, Mrs. Boyd.
"Old Plymouth Town," B5, Miss
Pentony; B6, Miss Kinder; B7, Miss

Faircloth.

Closing Chorus, "There are Many
Flags."
There will be two performances in
order to give opportunity to all parents to see their children in the pageant, at 2 P. M., and 8 P. M. Parents of pupils in grades one to four
are requested to attend the afternoon
demonstration, and those in the higher grades the evening program.
The hall will only seat two hundred of the audience after sufficient
space is taken up in the pageant to.
give practically every child an opportunity to receive the value of reproducing a part of which he has had in
English and History classes touching
on Pilgrim and Indian life.
The presentation will also be utilised to provide funds to carry on physical training, health and educational
programs in the school, and the student body has charge of the sale Of
tickets. The admission will be 5
cents.
One of the interesting phases of
the presentation Will be the demonstration of chorus work upon the part
of the grammar school children, an
item in the educational plan of the
year at this building. The entire program is a regular part of the school
work, and not a planned exhibition.
Its plan is simply to let the children
give expression to the reaction of
their instruction in constructive and
dramatic form, two of the highest
nesday.
and most valuable modes of expres
Th mother of Perrv and Rav Coon sion.
la avnectad inon from Missouri and
Arthur Barlis, who has just
will spend the' winter here.
purchased the Candy Shop, has
A anlatv erlrl atanda 11 n tar a raff- - changed the name of that place
to
"The Steadfast the Don Ton Confectionery. Mr. Barboy.
ged, out-ca- st
with the aid of his good wife, will
Heart," at tne Hex next mursuay lis,
strive to make the Bon Ton Confecand Friday.
tionery the finest of its kind in all
' Mr. and Mrs. J. W
Chapman enter- the West
tained Mr. and Mrs. Chas. F. Heyen
"Tell 'em that we are going to show
at a 6 o'clock dinner last Sunday.
two of the biggest pictures ever
W. R. Jennings is improving after shown in Gallup," said Giles Master,
Strand's next
being laid up for some time with when naked for the
week's program, "for Tuesday and
stomach trouble.
Wednesday we will shqw The Man
LOST: Bunch of keys on ring. Next Door,' adapted from Emerson
Hough's great novel; and for ThursLeave at Banner Drug Store.
day and Friday, we have The Eleventh Hour," by Chas. Jones and Zlir-le-y
Maaon, pronounced the fasttct
Tours for Health, Dr. O. C. War.
ever screened."
88.
Phone
picture
Building.
riner, Page
-
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Southwestern Motor Ce,
Watson Motor Ce.

Totatser work

la the CoctiweaCara
Americas Ksa Crexa,
ben un orally aetlvt darlsi the last
year, according to eports which nave
come Into the clrlilon eZlea la EL
Lou la recently.
The volunteer committee of the Port Arthur. Texas,
chapter u regarded as one of the
mainstays of the service which the.
chapter at Port Arthur renders the
Through this, committee
community
Ksrments sro collected, sorted and kept
Id order to be uaed whenever needed
la Independence. Kansas, the volun
teer committee of the Red Croes chapter has cordncted better baby contests
nnl children's clinics with marked suc
OivtJioa,

lass
than thoy did In

day cost

Crest Renders-
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Charlotte Tbonion, Amerlrnii
eirl, horn did raised In the great
inland stretches of Alaska, saw her
Drat street ear when her boat
lorked at Los Angeles the other
lay sbo her drat 'sheik." At home
bf street ear la a fait dog team aud
iled which sue herself drives.
.
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market town or rural port kaowa by
tt airs of Tarrytown. Kot far from
Vass Ciare Is a --Utte valley
which la ox of the quietest spots In
the world. A smalt brook glides
throu;h It with just murmurs saoach
to lull on to repose."
.
The enchanted region of Sleepy Bel
low Is haunted by the apparition of a
figure on horseback, who la a mythical
battle had lost his head.
,
"Certain of the more authentic
continues the author, "allege
that the body of the trooper having
been burled In the churchyard, the
ghost rides forth to the seen of bat
tle In nightly queat of his head, sad
that the rushing speed with which b
sometimes pssses along the Hollow Is
owing to bis being In a hurry to get
back to the churchyard before day
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DELICACIES

Everything To Make the Dinner
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Try a Loaf of our Celebrated
COLORADO BREAD

PUEBLO

BEST MADE

t--

Fables amount to little In
cess.
paMs of the United States sccord- Volunteers In the six towns of Texas
Ing to the following report of a
Red Cross public health nurse
Granty, Oklahoma, also have been break.",'
holding child welfare clinics and con
Just below the bridge flows the 4 which has1een presented to the
i.-.
S1V..I..
CI.IJ.
Director of Nursing Service Oj tbe
ferences and have been able to scconv brook, and near the church bridge
Southwestern Division:
Dawson, represented s swing of the
pllsh much good towards the better Ichabod Craee had his terrifying en
"I was Invited to to a Judge at
health of the community by calling the counter with' tbe headless horseman.
pendulum which at the last election
a baby show held at one of the
swept Governor Edwin P. Morrow,
parents' attention to slight physical Detroit News.
Republican, into office.
county fairs. My chslrmaJ Vent
defects of their children, which corwith me and I think we both got
Mr. Fields' majority was decisive
rected now amount to nothing but
the surprise of our lives, som- e- O and he will have s Democrat legiswhich If permitted to run on might be HEAR MOAXS IN MOUNTAINS
lature to support him.
t
come serious for the child.
thing I shall never forget We
arrived at noon. After dinner 0
Governor Ritchie,
In Little Rock, Arkansas. dancers Peculiar Sounds Heard In the Chilean
In
we were token to tbe fair
Maryland, - over Alexander Arm
have been able to play an .Important
Andes Peak In .England
and eventually Intro- strong, Republican, had an increased
. grounds,
. soresms.
pert In reconatructlng the. Impaired
ducsd - to an elderly gentleman 0 majority over his first election, H.
brains snd nerves of the patients In
L Whitfield. Democrat had no on--'
the U. 8. Veterans' Hrepltal No. 78 In
A deep note to be beard at certain
(probation officer) who directed
position in Mississippi.
us to what waa called Floral
that city, by teaching men to dance seasons of the year proceeding from
Halt Then we discovered that
and thus assisting the other ocenpa the mountain of El Bramador, in the
THE MISFIT OFFICE BOY
our booth was in an annex. We
tlonal therapy work In stimulating the Chilean Andes, Is one of tbe weirdest
were Invited into a room, thlcb
dormant menial faculties of the vet sounds In the world. In former days
She was a dainty young thing,
was dusty and full of cobwebs,
erans.
the natives listened to It with super
dressed in the latest fashion, and as
had a broken window, one long
Volunteer members of three chap- stitious fear, while even s white man,
she tripped up the stairs the office
bench with its legs directed east
ters In the Southwestern Division also
hearing It for tbe flrst time, is startled
boy gasped, then grinned, as she
and west an old scale with the
have had ample opportunity to dem at tbe mountain's
csme to s standstill before him.
"powers.".
broken
s
off,
onstrate their enthusiasm In the ad
shopping bss'
gloss
"Could you tell me if Mr. Jenks is
Another curious mountain exists la
ket about a foot and a half long
mlnlHterng of flood relief during the Nevada, though this one usually gives
In?" she asked.
which caught every baby In tbe
last summer and fall. Thirty-fohun out a note
The boy nodded snd pointed vagresembling at flrst the
of the neck, snd one any
dred dollars waa ra'sed by the Win
4
uely over his shoulder at the open
Jingling of bells, snd ending with a O nape
was
blanket
bear
That
the
'
Held, Kansas, chapter to take care of
teddy
0 door.
swell.
organ-lik- e
the recent victims of the flood of the deep,
equipment for tbe baby ahow. I 4
In both cases the sounds are due to
"Do you know if he is engaged?"
sent In a hurry call to a doctor's
Walnut and Arkansas riven. At Ft.
she inquired.
peculiar formation of the earth,
Smith, Arkansas, the Sebastian County which under certain conditions of 0 office for some sheets, which 0
The book looked astonished.
helped s little. W weighed 88
chapter handled the acute needb of the weather allows the separate
"Engaged?" he almost ahontetd,
particles
children snd awarded ribbons, 4)
refugees of the floods of last June In to rub
each other sad so pro
"Engaged!
Why, he's married and :
against
and after looking through tbe
the district between the Arkansas snd
two kids!" Detroit Free Press.
got
duce uncanny effects.
Poteau rlvjrs, and st Tulsa, Oklahoma,
'
catalogue, discovered that $2.00
0
la England Is s mountain which
was to e tbe flrst prise for the
vclunteer Red Cross workers conducted
is
The
for
th
honeymoon
ready
relief headquarters where 148 persons howls la such a way. that formerly It
babies, while 140.00 was the flrst
waste basket when the "honey" of
was
to
be
the
of
de
haunt
supposed
were fed, clothed snd furnished with
0 it begins to moon because her neisrh- priM for the pigs."
mons. This Is Cross Fell, la Westbors' wives have finer cars than aha
sleeping quarters for six days until
local
where
conditions pro
hss.
the water subsided sufficiently for moreland,
duce a gale with several peculiarities,
them to return to their homes.
scream that
It may be that man was the first Of course we know everybody has
including sa
at times can be heard for miles.
right to believe as hs pleases, but
perfect specimen, and that monkeys
were just discarde dseconds. Akron isn't it funny that practically every
RED CROSS 5ERVES JtT
Beacon. JournsL- body's beliefs 'are so foolish?
A Chagrined Sea Fighter. .
Outside the harbor of Charlotte
Amalle, on the coast of St Thomas
to Dox
Sir Thomas
Island, S huge rock looms out of the
Sail Rock It Is called, and It
Ambulances, Nurses and Physio.ans on
bears s startling resemblance to a ship.
Work.
Duty for Flrtt-AlAs I gazed upon it says Mr. A. Hystt
Romance In business wss perhaps
never better Illustrated than in tbs
That the Red Cross never overlooks Verrlll In his book "In the Wake of the
an opportunity
career of Sir Thomas Llpton, who
for service was evi- Buccaneers," I could not blame the
denced In the recent International Air bellicose captain of a French frigate
recently had conferred upon him the
freedom or the city of Glasgow, ScotMeet In St. Louis when aviators from who s century and more ago sighted
land, the town where as a boy be
all over the world, representing both the rock one night and, mistaking it
flrst worked for CO oeuts a week.
military snd civic organizations, com for s privateer, ran close and hailed It
Now on one of his tea plantations on
No response came back.' Again he
peted for world famous trophies. With
tbe Iflluud ot Ceylon be employs
dally sttendance of close to 100,000 balled, and as still no response csme he
more than 8,000 people. The last
In the way of spectators, snd s literal
blazed s broadside at the shadowy
tiuio Glasgow conferred inch honor
was to ho KiitfliHh Royal Priucess.
army of flyers, mechanics, attendants, mass. Back csme the echoing thunder
. A Llpton yai'ht will soil over on
laborers and the necessary personnel of the cannonade, and the rebounding
course again In 1925, Sir
American
of such a gigantic undertaking, there
on
con
the frigate's deck,
ahot, failing
Tliomax' firth attempt to lift tbe cup
was real work to be done by the Red vinced tbe Frenchman that the
priva
since IM)3. ' When asked recently by
Cross.
teer was returning his Are.
Jack
IVmpeey to bos with bim for
A flrst-al- d
station was established on
For hours tlie battle raged ; the
a niwvl.il movie, SlrThoma smiling
the field under the direction of one of French
1 ly
paying: "I would rather
gunners poured broadside after
the Field Directors of the 8outbwett- - broadside at tbe massive cliff. Not
j clay with sailboats."
era Division of the Red Cross, snd until
day dawned did the deluded com
ambulances with nurses and physicians mander
of the frigate discover his
were on duty all day.' A territory of mistake.
Then, crestfallen and morti
173 acres had to be covered and ambu
fled, he crept away, leaving Sail Rock
lance bad to be ready on Instant call,
VandcxbJlt Driving a
Cousin
unscathed
and triumphant. Youth's
la case of an accident to the flyers,
Companion,.
so that a real Held service waa main
talned, with flrst-al- d
dressing station
Ho Had Stolen Hsr Heart
and similar activities.
Ellen, the cook, was of a suspicious
The canteen was under the direction
She distrusted mankind la
of the Women'i Overseas League of 8t, nature.
Louis, a ik while the service of the general and banks in particular; she
rirst-Al- d
stitldn and Its personnel was never banked her frugal savings.
given tree to the public, the canteen Part of her wages were hoarded la
charged for Its service and the money stocking In some obscure corner of
tnus raised was used for the disabled her room. Ellen's "gentleman friend"
was the neighboring butcher, snd as
members of the league.
The St Louis Chapter of the Ameri the friendship bad proved enduring
can Red Cross also furnished motor her mistress waa not astonished when
cars and ether transportation to bring the girl announced her pending mar
toe world War veterans from local riage.
"And I want to sak you, mum," said
hospitals p the field to witness tbs
flying.
Ellen, "what's the best wsy to put
Although the percentage of accidents my money in tbe bank?"
Amos Tuck French, Harvard graduate and flrst cousto of aOonslr
end othsr casualties was rrnarkably
Her mistress regarded her m aston
Win. H. VanderbUt, Is driving a tortcab In New York. Hs went broke , N
small there were enough of them to ishment "Why, Ellen, I thought you
on Wall Street and says this Is ths best job be could' get
keep the Red Cross workers constantly
didn't believe in bunkat"
The foregoing Illustration waa furnished The Gallup Herald by the
"No more I do, mum," replied the
busy for the entire week of the meet
and to gain the thanks not only of the girl, "but since I'm going to be mar Autocaster Service of New York, and it may be of interest to our local
Individuals who were given attention ried next week I kinder feel the money readers that Judge Edmund R. French of Gallup, and Amos Tuck French
but of the officials of the meet and the would be safer In the bank than In ths ere cousins.
representatives of the United States house with s strange man about"
and other governments taking ;art In The Argonaut
Wa TsJce Pleasur la
the contest
,:
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Dont Want
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Telephone 41

Prompt Delivery

ALL KINDS OF

CHOICE MEATS AND POULTRY
SAUSAGE, CURED AND SALTED MEATS

SQUARE DEAL MEAT MARKET

.

work of this lad. Then we have Mary
"TO IE STEADFAST HEART
COMING TO REX Alden registering another one of her
emotional portraits
in the role ' of
Human interest -has been packed Martha Burke, the half crazed wife
into this entertanna- pctnre which of a mountain
Miaa
absorbing story of the Hora Alden does not appear much in the
tlla an
r
Ale-eis
tale
that
a
tvne. It
tion
picture but she'll hold every au
strums on the heart string told by dience in a vice-ligrip as she in
slavers who breathe life into the stills a high degree of fear into her
characters.
son wnicb leads the lad to shoot at
And right here we want to take off the first man of the posse trying to
our hat to Master Joseph Depew for capture his father and as he is led to
bis interpretation of the Angus Burke believe to kill his mother and him
self. The first man is the sheriff and
of boyhood days.
It ii one of the finest bits of juve the boy is charged with murder. His
nile acting we d seen in many moons, mother dies during the melee.
The children are going to enjoy the
Then we find the boy in one of
those narrow-minde- d
country towns.
He's alone in the world and faces
trial aided only by a rural attorney.
This trial scene is most abosrbine and
Miss
exceptionally well handled. The sua
pense is there every moment
The boy is found not guilty and ai
there is at least one kind hearted man
in town he is given a chance. But
the town wont stand for his ores
ence, so he's sent away and then the
story is taken up again after a dozen
years or ao and goes on with the
trials and tribulations of Joseph who
eventually attains success and the
girl he loves. There are some fine
scraps in the picture. The rush on
i :
'
the newspaper office by a gang of ARKANSANB ESTABLISH
CORRECT WEIGHT RECORD
bums is a dramatic moment.
So it is the party at which the out
More than 1,500 men, women and
cast Is Introduced to the oolite so children bad been weighed and measciety. The auto chase brings a sat ured for health at the Red Cross booth
isfying finish. The cast is one of at the Washington County fair held at
uniform excellence.
Fayettevllle, Arkansas. Best records
SYNOPSIS Through fear Ansrus for proper weight for age and height
Burke is led to shoot and kilt the were found between the ages of 20 and
Sheriff, who is leading a posse to 80, and astonishingly few were found
get the boy's father, a thief. Angus' to be over or under weight.
mother dies and he is taken to town
Washington County people made a
alone to face trial on a charge of
remarkable
showing In the matter of
murder. Found not guilty, he is riv
health
as
by weight and
jndlcuted
en a chance in the town newspaper
a
office, but is forced to leave when the measurement, according to experts
citizens object to his presence.
12 who have looked ovor the records.
Children between the ages of 8 and S
he
over
takes
later
years
the
in
returns,
Share
Making Highway
"My
'
Cafe" waa the essay which won flrst local oaoer. ex Doses the clot of a were especially aatlsfuctory In their
weight and measurement. .All person
rtiao for Theodora Pools, 18, of Lsn-in- j, gang to rob the people and Is
Mica. 400,000 U. 8. school chilshowing defects in weight were given
dren competed. She receives a gold
At the Rex Theatre next Thursdav Information as how to correct them.
watch and trip to Wasblagtoa.
and Friday.
ne'er-do-we-

ke
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A BIG SUCCESS

1

in tls zzs.U
jLt
six.'
Demoerts wars sleotei Kevazir
r
X fa aU three states wtsr
w;ra
lnatorial s!xt!ons gsntacty,
,
and
jMsryiand
lTIssuippL
Varmont, where the only senator
ial contest was held, retarnsd a E
pdvUcan, Porter II. Dale, who defeated Park H. PoKard, cousin of Preci-de- nt
Coolidje.
In the seven contests for th hone
the Democrats won four and the re
publicans three, . one of ths RepuUi-cs- n
victories being an upset in which
former Representative Fairchild defeated his Democratic opponent for
ths place msds vacant by ths death
of J. Vincent Ganley in the 24th New
York district Party alignment was
unchanged in the other congression
al elections.
The victory of the Democrats la
where Representative WillKentucky,
T

.

1BIIG

1.

il rtia
--

1

of

Taxkab

.

H

;

Fashions In Wives Vsry.
Fashions in wives are not quite so
capricious as fushlons la clothes
they vary with decades Instead of with
seasons. It wasn't so long ago that
wife" was the most ap
the "ash-tra- y
"Elisaproved model of femininity.
beth" immortalizes her in "The
we remember; "Indeed, the
perfect woman does not: talk at. all.
Who wants to hear her? All that we
ask of her Is that she shall listen Intelligently when we wish, for a change,
to tell about our own thoughts, and
that ahe should be . at hand when we
want anything. Surely this is not much
to ask. Matches, ash trays, snd ons'a
wife should be, so to speak, on every
table; snd.I maintain that tbe perfect
wife copies the conduct of the matches
and the ash trays, and combines being
'
useful with being dumb."
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RELIABLE GIRL

WANTED

:

.

.

,
Corrapt Pelitlca
Election came round and Liu said
her man was going to vote for the
Democrats. She was asked why he
had made this decision. Lisa said it
was because the Republicans had offered him more for his vote than the
Democrats. "But, Lisa, one would
think that would be the very reason
he would vote the Republican ticket"
"No ma'am 1" she replied, "that
proves for sho that the Democrats is
the leas' corrupt."

I

W

..

RED CROSS
.

.

-

Fonr Cylliuirr, Flw-Panfr SdaJ
Tlx Standard of Comparuon

See

modern
FOR RENT:
bouse with bath and toilet fixtures.
Apply Peoples Market.
Four-roo-

IF YOUR ROOF LEAKS

at

FOR SALE Folding bed. Call
206 West Aitc Ave.
m

A Fine Sedan Anyone Can Own

.,

C. A. DANIELS
CARPENTER and BUILDER
'

FOR RENT: One
Apply Peoples Market.

house.

FOR RENT: One
Apply Peoples Market

house.

' FOR RENT
ply Peoples Market.

Two-roo-

FOR SALE:

,
house.

m

Expert Furniture Repairing
Will Give Ton Eight Hours
Work For Eight Hours Pay

Ap-

Two cash registers

for sale at a bargain. Joe Farrer. at
Gibson Club House.

Attoraeys-At-La-

WANTED:
Young lady office
clerk and stenographer. . State age,
experience and salary expected. Herald

FOR SALE: Improved ranch at
South Guam. For further information apply to Gerard Griego, at Ban-B,
Drug Store.

Practice in all Courts of
New Mexico and Arizona

m

ll-2t--

FOR, RENT Three room house,
Rent
Mrtly furished. Close in. Coureasonable. Apply at McKinley

attractive body,

There is the famous Buick
There are the proved Buick

Whan better automobiles are built, Buick will build them

DENTIST
Corner First

St

and Coal Ave.

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

PARIS SUOE STORE AND SHOP
Only Exclusive Shoe Store in Gallup

HERMAN

W. ATKINS
AND

ATTORNEY
COUNSELLOR

'

EFULY

SHOES FOR

AT LAW

Shoe Repairing

Page Building

FOR SALE

Residence 300 3rd Street
Phone
8.
At Home In the Study 8 to 11:80 A. M
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
At Tour Service At All Bourn
No-28-

New Mexico.

Gallup

ATTORNEY AT LAW
PHONE 256
Rooms

15-1-

6

Page Building.
New Mexico

Gallup,

:

Lawyer
Supreme Court TJniter
States, Supreme Court of Now

Member Bar:

Mexico.

GENERAL ENGINEERING
PRACTICE
Architectural

Service

Gallup,

Gffice:

103 Coal Avenue.

-

New Mexico

We Have Added to Our Hand Made Novelties and
Fancy Needle Work Department

A STAMPKG OUTFIT
This includes a complete assortment of Embroidery
and Stamping Patterns for Household Linens,
Bed Spreads, Lingerie, Children's and
Infants' Items, Dresses, Frocks, Initials
and Monograms
have it stamped on your
You can select a Design-ancost
reasonable
at
a
own material
d

HEMSTITCHING and MOOTING
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

SUMMERS MILLINERY

In

WEST R. R. AVENUE
NEW MEXICO
GALLUP,

DENTIST
Office Worst Bonding
New If cries
Gallop

210

.

.'

rnn

DEPARTMENT OF
U. S. Land Office at Kama

wv

uitfo

re,

.

m.

October z&.iaza

oHven

that Frank

Stayner, of Ramah, N. M.. who, on
Stock Raising
August 6,a 1918, made AAftS
11
Homestead Entry, xno. udzoio, ior u
Range
of, Section 30, Township 8N.,
has-fil-ed
16W., N. M. P. Meridian,
8
years
notice of intention to make
the land
proof, to establish claim to Commisabove described before U. S.
sioner, at Gallup, N. M., on the 6tb
day of December, lusw.
Claimant names as witnesses:
.1
A
rVnrlrett. of OflllUD. N. M.i
W. E. Holly, Duaine Mangrum, Robert Martahv all of Ramah, N. M.
A. M. BERGERE,
Register.
.

(2111)

First Pub. Nov.
Last Pub. Dec. 1.

M

8.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
McKINLEY COUNTY, 8TATE
nF NEW MEXICO
Besse- Pauling Nelms,

JSZ

CALL AT MILK DEPOT

INDIAN
CURIO STORE

Our Waccn at Ycur
Doer Relieve Yeur

Narajo Blanket
Jewelry
Hopi Pottery
Caskets

Vcrry
Our work is quality work

6ALLU?

'

STEAT.1

LA.IC1Y
r::c:rs k- -

SOUTH THIRD STREET

FOR

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Nov. 8, 1923
Notice is hereby given that Edwina
Martin, of Bluewater, New Mexico,
Who, on Dec. 11th, 1920, made stock-raisihomestead entry, No. 036G62,
for all of Section 10, Township 14 N.,
Range 11 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
three year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
The United States Commissioner, at
Gallup, New Mexico, on the 20th day
of December, 1923.
ng

Claimant names as witnesses:
U. A. Berryhill, of Thoreau, New
Mexico; H. C. Elkin, Mrs. J. E. Tiet-je- n,
R. C. Prewett, Sr., all of Blue-wat- er,
New Mexico.
A. M. BERGERE

No. 2243

Deienaani.

To the above named defendant;
v... o hahw nntlfind that B Suit
has been filed against you in the
I .MITT..
miniV aallU ClUslA7a
. '
.knaVianamnrf
liwtsfcva wws
ftUUVU
Cnmrnainftnt. r in
ntwtvA
v.. btav
named
SWWVW
fjjf
uwhich sne prays ior a oecraj ui
solute divorce on we gruunu v
.

201

YALTER E. COLEKZO

Entry,

'

DR. PAUL H. BENNETT

av

-

ng

Harry Nelms,

Connection

Corner EauroM

-

W. CHAPMAN,

EDMUND R. FRENCH

H. W. BROSE, M. E.

Joseph N. K. Artesi, Proprietor
. Cor. Coal Avenue and Third Street

J.

Pastor of The Methodist Church

engine.

brakes.

el

AZTEC. NEW MEXICO

Office:

JOHN WITT HENDRIX

t.

BEDDOW BUICK COMPANY

First-Clas- s

.

four-whe-

Fisher-buil-

d

DR. M. M. ELLISON

nty Bank.

A full course in Photo Play Writing, Palmer, a full course consisting
of seven books in Memory Training,
nd a full course of the Master Key,
total cost of these were $245.00, will
sell for $25.00 or will sell them sep- -

valve-in-hea-

HERBERT BROS. BUICK COMPANY

;

WANTED Position as stenokind.
grapher or office work of any West
Address,. Stenographer, 105
Hill.

Sedan. Every-

er

four-cylind-

thing that could be asked for is here. There is the

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

ar

WANTED Small furnished house
this
by December 1, 1923 Apply
office.
,
FOR RENT Room for rent at 201
"
East Hill.

new 1924

w

LOST: Bunch of keys en ring.
Leave at Banner Drug Store.
;

How capably Buick provides the maximum of closed
car comfort, power and utility is well expressed in this

Yet with all of its splendid qualities and mechanical
superiorities, the price of this sedan is modest with-- in the means of the majority of motor car buyers.

RUIZ A OVERSON

Nov. 10, 1923
Notice is hereby given that Geo. H.
MOTHERS
Mangum, of Ramah, New Mexico,
who, on Aug. 6, 1918, made Homestead entry, No. 032515, for all of.
TEXAS STATE
Section 18, Township 8 N., Range 15
W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three year
for
Cares
Mother"
The "Greatest
Proof, to establish claim to the land
Babies While Their Mothers
above described, before United States
tee the Sights.
Commissioner, at Grants, New Mexico, on the 21st day of December,
found
bad
Women who never before
1923.
It possible to attend the atate fair
Claimant names as witnesses:
were present at the West Texas Fair
Frank Stayner, Will C. tanning,
accord-It- s
this
year,
at Abilene, Texas,
Columbus Gaines, Roy Adair, all of
from
that
city
to reports received
Ramah, New Mexico.
at the division headquarters of the
A. M. BERGERE
Southwestern Division, American Red
Register.
because
was
This
Louis.
In
St.
Crot,
(2141)
on
the
was
.'.bllene
the Red Cross of
First Pub. Nov. 17
Job to assist the mothers In the care Last Pub. Dec. 15
of their children and to give tl.era an
opportunity for resting when the sightNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
seeing of the fair became too strenuOF THE INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT
ous.
"I never would have thought of com- U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Nov. 8, 1923
ing to the fair," said one mother In
Notice is hereby given that Steher appreciation of the care
phen W. Baxter, of Gallup, N. Mex.
given her baby at the Red Cross tent who, on Oct. . 31, 1922 made Stock-raisiduring one dny. "If I hod not known
No.
Homestead
that the Red Cross would be here to 045234, for Lots 2, 3, 4, EttWtt, Ett,
of
care
my
me
bnby."
take
help
Section 18, Township 12 N., Range
Babies of all sizes and ages were 9 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
ana
dur
cared for in this dny nursery
notice of intention to make 3 year
ing the hour of the races there were Proof, to establish claim to the land
65 babies under the charge cf the Red above described,
before, United
Cross nurse and volunteer helpers States Commissioner, at Gallup, N.
while their mothers cheered on the Mex., on the 19th day of December,
running horses, sharing Uie pleasure 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
of their husbands In this "spurt of
Leonard Spellman, of Gallup N.
kings."
Miss Mary Kennedy, Red Cross Ad- Mex.; Wayne Harding, of Gallup, N.
of Blue water, N.
visory Nurse for Texas, for the South- Mex. j T. Mortensen,
western Division of the American Hed Mex.; W, C. Hassell, of Bluewater,
Cross, was present and In chnrge of N. Mex.;
A. M. BERGERE
the tent. The Red Cross tent and
Register.
First Aid station was set up by the
Abilene Chapter and members of that (2137)
17.
Nov.
First
Pub.
chapter took turns In the management Last Pub. Dec. 15.
and conduct of Its various departments.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
The mothers who were able to enjoy
the outing of this fulr were unstinted DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
In their praises of the courtesy, kind- U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
ness and unfailing consideration of the
Nov. 8, 1923
Rod Cross people who were In charge
Notice is hereby given that Mary
M. Smith, of Crown Point. N. M..
o the tent.
who, on April 16, 1920, made Stock- No. 034579, for All of
Tha nnKlii-- had an idea that a news Section 20, Township 20 N., Range 10
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed nopaper editor's most important work- W.
tice of intention to make 3 years
basket
waste
is
a
"tool"
paper
ing
Prof, to establish claim to the land
and the public is right.
above described, before United States
M. on
The nnlv kind of Dublic office that Commissioner, at, Gallup, N.
of December, 1923.
ever seeks the man seems to be one the 20th daynames
as witnesses:
that calls for plenty of vork but no Claimant
Wade C. Smith. Wales A. Smtih.
salary.
W. F. Pitts, K. Presley, all of Crown
Pew thin? are more oathelic than Point, N. M.
A. M. BERGERE.
man trying to act as if
a really
v. 1. - ugoodA
Register.
(2138)
First Pub. Nov. 17
rimi.lCATION
wnTirij
THE INTERIOR Last Pub. Dec. 16
'

-

An Easy Guess
Bunk: "Do you know why she refused to marry you?"
Spunk:
"Why, no I can't think."
Bunk:
"That's it."

tc

(HIES
TO ftHEKO

Boston man of 60 swam fourteen
Wanted reliable girl to keep house miles. We don't know if an old maid
and take care of baby. Particulars ap- was after him or not. Muskegon
Chronicle.
ply at Manhattan Cafe.
FOR RENT Nine room furnished
house for rent. Apply at St. Charles
Hotel.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

runner notuieu uiv um
.nfa. nr mima to be entered your
beappearance in this cause on or
fore the TwentyiFourth day of Dec
a juagmen; win u
ember -- .
Slid the
i.
v kv
wra "I"""" irnn
"J Hfalllt.'
You are

1

Register.

(2139)

First Pub. Nov.
Last Pub. Dec.

17
15

'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
November 8, 1923
Notice is hereby given that" Leonard Spellman, of Gallup, New Mexico, who, on June 6, 1921 and April
8, 1923, made Homestead entries, No.
for NEtt, Sec. 24,
T. 12 N., R. 10 W., and Ntt,
SW,
Section 28, Township 12 N., Range 9
W., N..M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before The United States
042347-04630-

3,

Commissioner,

at

Gallup, New Mexi-

on the 19th day of December,.
relief prayed for, a decree of divorce co,
1923.
oe
wm
win
granveu
for
Claimant names as witnesses:
i Stephen W. Baxter, Wayne Hardat
The name of the Complainant's
both of Gallup, New Mexico; F.
torney Is Juamuna it. rrencn, wnow ing,
M. Greear, W. C. Hassell, both of
. as.
address is uaiiup,
Bluewater, N. M.
(Dist Court Seal
A. M. BERGERE
,
NAT GARCIA
Registor.
rt,
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once more before it exploded.
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not
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I
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I
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re- wJekYold b.by
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make
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mistakes
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fused national culture. To insure the unto set my hand and caused the seal
that old Titan was very peaceful and nutrition claaaes conducted under the gard to marriage that most of my re- It is reported irom
that those who have not had the plea- auspices of the Grady County Chapter latives seemed to have made. I used
permanence and continuing improve- of the United States to be affixed.
ment of such an educational policy,
in the City of Washing-- ,
sure of visiting an extinct volcano, of the Red Cross last year. These to feel that both mother and I had
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Lord, One Thousand Nine
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Desdred and Fdrty-eightperpetuating
' Paul Alderman Is having a new diet were put into 17 schools. The the requirements. Will you tell me o" Monument. potism finds its chief support in ig- (SEAL).
(Signed)
fcouse built serosa the street from the i.illdren were taught what to eat and what a sensible estimate of the ideal
CALVIN COOLIDGE
norance. Knowledge and freedom go
Bluewater Commercial Co. store.
how to eat, that Is, how much and how husband would be? I fear I may have
hand in hand.'
By the Predsident:
It was reoorted that the L W. many times s day, and were encour- been too exacting.
In order that the people of the na (Signed) CHARLES E. HUGHES
Lewis crlsher would shut down about aged to eat fruit and vegetables, to
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'
Secretary of State.
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